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Red-chested Button-quail, Broome (see report, page 45). Photo
by Nigel Jackett
Welcome Swallows perching on stromatolites, Hamelin Station
campout (see page 43). Photo by John McMullan

Malayan Night-Heron, Christmas Island (see Observations, page
8) and report, page 18). Photo by Alan Watson

Hamelin campout photos (see report, page 43)

(left) Chiming Wedgebill. Photo by Alan Watson
(above) Western Grasswren. Photo by John McMullan

Front cover: Night Parrot, inland Western Australia (see report, page 4). Photo by Bruce Greatwich
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NIGHT PARROT IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA
I first learnt about the Night Parrot about nine years ago
and the story instantly captivated my imagination, as it
has done for many before me. With my good mate Nigel
Jackett, I had been plotting for many years about how
we could find the Holy Grail of the birding world here in
Western Australia.
Nigel and I, now residing in Broome, once again plotted
another field trip to the remote interior of the state in
early 2017. Following an above average rainfall wet
season across much of the state, we considered survey
timing ideal and were joined by fellow Broome locals
George Swann and Adrian Boyle. We had decided our
best method for detection would be passive listening
surveys with each person spaced approximately 400 m
apart in areas of potential roost habitat (long unburnt
spinifex), similar to how the Ground Parrot is surveyed
for.
In mid-March, on the first night of surveying, Nigel heard
a few distant interesting calls, so the following night we
repositioned ourselves into that area. By 7:30 pm we had
heard nothing and Nigel and I had joined up to discuss
what we should do. At this point Adrian radioed in to let
us know he had just heard an interesting single note
whistle. In the following 30 minutes we heard numerous
whistles and electronic sounding rapid two note ‘didit’
calls from various locations around us. The calls were
different from the Night Parrot calls recently released
from Queensland, but the ‘didit’ call was parrot-like as
was the single note drawn out whistle, the call often
described in field guides.

short range, a Night Parrot exploded from the spinifex.
A blast of bright green scalloped in black and brilliantly
yellow underneath. We saw the bird for about four
seconds in total, such an insignificant amount of time,
but a moment that is now etched in Night Parrot history.
The remainder of our field trip was spent conducting
further listening surveys, recording calls via acoustic
recording units and collecting habitat information.
It is early days for this new chapter in the Night Parrot
story. We have been liaising with the Night Parrot
Recovery Team and Department of Parks and Wildlife as
to what happens now, with ongoing research at the site
and regional surveys to locate more populations regarded
as priorities. We are also currently in the process of
writing a short report to be published which will describe
call types and behaviour plus habitat information in
detail. We hope the calls we have recorded will be made
available shortly, if it can be confirmed they are not
specifically related to breeding activity. We are optimistic
there will be more populations out there waiting to
be found, and others will get to experience the magic
moment of hearing and seeing a Night Parrot.
Bruce Greatwich

We went for a walk and
spotlight in the direction of
the calls but all we found was
a Little Button-quail hunching
down amongst the spinifex.
We were confused; none of
us had heard the calls before
and couldn’t attribute it to
any bird species, so dared to
believe it might have been a
Night Parrot calling. We slept
on it that night (not well, I
must say) and arose at 4
am for a pre-dawn listening
survey, where a number of
calls were once again heard.
Nigel, Adrian and I returned
to camp, to ponder the
situation while George did
some birding in a different
area. About two hours later,
George returned with a steely
look on his face before giving
the extraordinary news he had
flushed a Night Parrot from a
clump of spinifex!
We decided we had to return
immediately and try to get a
photo to provide irrefutable
proof of its existence.
Cameras at the ready, we
returned to the point George
had marked on his GPS. At
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Night Parrot, inland Western Australia (see also front cover). Photo by Nigel Jackett
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Letters to the Editors
Dear Editors
Osprey on Hamelin Island
Marcus Singor (WABN 161) notes the presence of an
active Osprey nest on Hamelin Island (between Augusta
and Margaret River) and deduces from the size of the
nest that ‘it has been there for a long time’.
I spent six days in January-February 1977 camped (by
permission of the Department of Fisheries and Wildlife)
on the island, and did not see an Osprey or find a nest
(Abbott 1978; field-book). Therefore I conclude that
nesting commenced sometime in the past 40 years.
Reference
Abbott, I. (1978). Seabird Islands. No. 62. Hamelin
Island, Western Australia. Corella 2, 38-39.
Ian Abbott

But some calls of some species can be confused. For
instance one of the calls of the Brown Honeyeater can
easily be mistaken for the common call of the Australian
Reed-Warbler. The only difference is that the call of the
latter has a timbre to it as a result of being reflected from
water. And on one occasion at Maylands I thought I had
discovered a new species, the acoustics of the area so
greatly modifying the calls of a Brown Honeyeater.
Serventy and Whittell (1976: Birds of WA) liken the call
of the Spinifexbird to “je suis a vous” and say that it is
also a good representation of the call of the Chiming
Wedgebill, which they also represent as “sweet Kitty
Lintoff” and “did-you-get-drunk?” (the latter is my
favourite).
I can relate to many of the renditions of Serventy and
Whittell more readily than to those of other authors, but
it is largely up to the individual observer to hear calls and
songs and describe them however suits them best.
Robert Stranger

Dear Editors
Osprey on the Swan River
I wish to add a note to Marcus Singor’s article on the
Osprey (WABN 161: 28). Between 1983 and 1992 the
Osprey was occasionally seen east and west of the
Maylands Peninsula and was also seen flying over it.
Except for a pair flying along beds of sedge, only single
birds were seen and at one time a nest was begun in a
radio tower SW of the Garret Road bridge. But the nest
wasn’t completed.
In April of 1983 an Osprey plucked a Sea Mullet from
the river, flew to the communications tower in the
police academy, and leisurely ate the fish. Another time
an Osprey flying over the river was harassed by two
Australian Magpies.
Robert Stranger

How Do You Hear Them?
Most birdwatchers try to memorise all the calls of all
the species they are familiar with, because a bird’s call
or song can be as diagnostic as a sighting, and it saves
the observer the sometimes time-consuming task of
hunting it down. Learning all these calls and songs and
memorising them is best and more easily done when one
is young, however, and I confess that during four visits to
the Philippines in recent times I was unable to memorise
any bird calls and had to learn them again during each of
my three subsequent visits.

(above) Sooty Tern, Lancelin (see report, p5).
Photo by Robyn Pickering
(below) Australasian Pipit, Hamelin Station
campout (see report, p43). Photo by John
McMullan

And representing bird song or their calls meaningfully
with letters or words is decidedly difficult. This is because
different people hear them differently and the acoustics
of an area can modify what is heard too. For instance,
one of the common calls of the Singing Honeyeater is
a fluid “tu-tu-tu…” repeated several times. But at other
times it sounds more like choo-choo-choo…” repeated
several times. Also it has an unmelodious, sometimes
harsh call: “queek” or “sheek” or “zeep” or “zheep” or
“zeek” or “zheek” or however you wish to describe it. In
fact the species has a tremendous variety of calls, but
they are all diagnostic of it.
Western Australian Bird Notes, No. 162 June 2017
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Book reviews
The Australian Bird Guide
By Peter Menkhorst, Danny Rogers, Rohan Clarke, Jeff
Davies, Peter Marsack, and Kim Franklin
2017. Published by CSIRO Publishing, Clayton South, Vic.
576 pages, 245 x 170 mm, numerous colour and black
and white illustrations including maps and colour plates.
Soft cover, $49.95, ISBN: 9780643097544.
With over 4700 colour illustrations, The Australian
Bird Guide is claimed to set “a new standard in field
guides” and to be “the most comprehensive field guide
to Australian birds ever seen”. The book has been long
anticipated in the birding community—the project has
taken nine years to complete, partly because the authors
consulted significantly across the Australian ornithological
community—so it comes with great expectations. So the
question now is—how does it live up to these claims and
expectations?
Many people would say that Australia already has a
good range of field guides. So what makes this book
different from existing field guides? And should I buy yet
another field guide? The Australian Bird Guide is certainly
comprehensive, covering all species and many subspecies
from Australia and its external territories, and including
vagrants (which are mixed in with resident species).
And it’s extremely well illustrated, showing different
plumage stages and emphasising points of differentiation
for difficult to identify species. It is more comprehensive
than existing Australian field guides in that respect, so
many will want to purchase this guide for that alone. It is
now the best local guide to identification of some trickier
groups including white egrets, buttonquail, corvids,
Myiagra flycatchers, etc., as it carefully addresses many
known identification issues and details new identification
features to look for.
This new guide follows the IOC 5.4 taxonomy (Gill and
Donsker 2015) and uses the English names from the
BirdLife Australia Working List (BirdLife Australia 2016),
though with occasional and sometimes unexplained
departures from both. For example, IOC-listed Torresian
Kingfisher, Western Fieldwren, and Hornbill Friarbird
have been omitted, and some names (e.g. ‘New Zealand
Wandering Albatross’ for Antipodean, and ‘Copper-backed
Quail-thrush’ for Copperback) do not follow either list.
A nice addition, though, near the beginning of the book,
is a readable chapter called ‘A guide for birders to the
evolution and classification of Australian birds’ written by
Leo Joseph.
There is also a very good section on identifying birds
(including information on plumage sequences and
ageing), as well as sections on birding in Australia,
migration in Australian birds, optical and sound recording
equipment and (laudably) recommendations to do with
ethical birding.
The Australian Bird Guide departs from the usual practice
in field guides of following a strict taxonomic sequence
— instead, it groups birds into a pragmatic sequence
based on occurrence in marine, freshwater and terrestrial
environments (identified by colour tabs on the edge of
each page). Within this framework, it generally follows
a taxonomic structure, but the main benefit is that
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taxonomically separate but similar looking species, such
as quails and button-quails, are illustrated together,
optimising the ability to make quick and sensible
comparisons in the field. Most observers will appreciate
the usefulness of this in the field, although it is somewhat
artificial, and some of us will find it takes a little getting
used to. For other circumstances, there are good indexes,
based on bird groups and on common and scientific
names.
The text is comprehensive, with measurements of wing,
bill and weight, description of the bird, including notes on
different plumage phases and flight characteristics, voice
and extra notes. The extra notes are often very helpful,
highlighting key distinguishing features. As expected,
text, maps and colour plates are on double-page spreads,
making for easy use, although the type-face on the map
labels will be found to be a bit small for some people, and
some colours on maps are difficult to differentiate. Size
is carefully drawn to the same scale within each plate,
and some plates are now the best illustrations of any
field guide worldwide, e.g. Wandering Albatross complex
(including detail of sex differences for the first time).
The great majority of the plates are very good. For
example, the plate of the thornbills with chestnut rumps
shows juveniles of each species as well as adults, as
well as tail patterns — many of us have pored over
thornbill flocks of mixed species and mixed ages in the
arid zone, and this plate will be a great help in sorting
those out. There is unprecedented detail (in some cases
even better than HANZAB) of subtle sex differences (e.g.
Grey Butcherbird), juvenile and immature forms, and
subspecies. This makes a big contribution to ornithology
in this country by encouraging more detailed recording.
Unfortunately, though, there are some issues with the
print and colour quality. Some plates have flat or washed
out colours (e.g., Rufous Fieldwren is barely rufous), and
in some cases are too dark (e.g. gerygones). It appears
that print quality is variable across the run, so check
carefully before purchasing.
Generally it is very good for WA species, although there
are some lapses. On the positive side, for example,
it notes that the western subspecies of the Australian
Raven is smaller than its eastern cousins, with shorter
hackles and different calls — hopefully this will reduce
the incidence of eastern birders coming to WA and being
confused between Little Crows and Australian Ravens, as
currently happens for some. On the other hand, juvenile
Baudin’s Black-Cockatoo is not illustrated, and it is not
mentioned in the text that juveniles have shorter bills
than adults (Higgins 1999), leading to possible confusion
with Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo. A front-on comparison
of the heads of Carnaby’s and Baudin’s Black-Cockatoos
would also have been helpful.
The illustrations of Ground Parrots are said to apply to
both eastern and western birds, despite the fact that
the text says that western birds have a brighter yellow
abdomen (which is correct). Eastern birds also have
a brighter and more complete yellow eye-ring, which
is obvious with good views. Newly fledged Western
Ground Parrots are much greyer than the illustrated
‘juvenile’ bird, with the overall colour being more like that
shown for the juvenile Night Parrot. The illustration of a
Western Australian Bird Notes, No. 162 June 2017
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‘juvenile’ Ground Parrot is of a bird that’s slightly older —
perhaps 2-3 months old — and is probably more correctly
classified as being in immature plumage.
The distribution maps are generally good but, as usual
with most other field guides, the WA distribution shown
for the Grey-fronted Honeyeater is overly ambitious.
As far as I am aware, there are no acceptable Pilbara
records of this species, with most reports apparently
being based on young Grey-headed Honeyeaters (see
Johnstone and Storr (2004) and Johnstone et al. (2013)
for further notes and an authoritative map). Inexplicably,
the Tawny-crowned Honeyeater is not shown as occurring
in WA. There are also other minor problems: for example,
the mapped distribution of the Yellow-plumed Honeyeater
is a little conservative for Western Australia, and Great
Victoria Desert populations of the Southern Scrub-robin
are not shown. Having said all that, bird distributions
can be highly complex, depending sometimes on slight
habitat differences, and, for some species, varying
seasonally, making it very difficult to communicate these
nuances in a simple map. The maps in this book are a
very good guide but, as with other field guides, use the
maps with common sense and caution.
At the end of the book is a full checklist where one can
keep a record of species seen.
Is this new book truly a field guide? At over 1.4 kg, some
people will baulk at the idea of carrying it in the field.
As a guide to Australian birds, it is unmatched, but we
suspect that some of us will leave it in the car, and refer
to it after the event. Despite that, we would suggest that
anyone interested in Australian birds will want to have a
copy, will find many an occasion to refer to it, and will be
pleased that have it, whether literally in the field or at a
later time.
The teams of authors and artists have done a highly
commendable job—this guide and particularly the plates
represent a huge advance for birders wanting to take
things to the next level with their bird identification, but
might be bewildering for beginners, who may be happier
with the brighter and ‘vagrant-free’ plates of Simpson
and Day, the more incisive prose of Pizzey and Knight, or
the smaller size of Slater or Morcombe. In fact this guide
seems proof there can be no ‘one guide fits all’. It will
automatically become the gold standard for mid- to highlevel birders, but may not be the best option for everyone
as their primary ‘go-to’ field guide. However, we can
strongly recommend that everyone considers it - there is
something in it for everyone. If only we could get it for
our iPads and Androids …
The book is available at the BirdLife WA office at a
discounted price of $40.00.
References
BirdLife Australia (2016). The BirdLife Australia Working
List of Australian Birds; Version 2. Downloaded from
http://www.birdlife.org.au/documents/BWL-BirdLife_
Australia_Working_List_v2.xls.
Gill, F., and Donsker, D. (Eds.) (2015). ‘IOC World Bird
List (v 5.4). doi : 10.14344/IOC.ML.5.4’. Available at:
http://www.worldbirdnames.org/
Higgins, P. J. (Ed.) (1999). ‘Handbook of Australian,
New Zealand and Antarctic Birds. Vol. 4. Parrots to
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Dollarbird’. (Oxford University Press: Melbourne.)
Johnstone, R. E., and Storr, G. M. (2004). ‘Handbook
of Western Australian Birds. Volume II. Passerines
(Blue-winged Pitta to Goldfinch)’. (Western Australian
Museum: Perth.)
Johnstone, R. E., Burbidge, A. H., and Darnell, J. C.
(2013). Birds of the Pilbara region, Western Australia,
including seas and offshore islands: distribution,
status and historical changes. Records of the Western
Australian Museum, Supplement 78, 343–441.
Allan Burbidge, Martin Cake, Stewart Ford
and Frank O’Connor

N.A. ‘Sandy’ Brown 2016,
Partulyayimarta: Ngarla
birds. Wangka Maya Pilbara
Aboriginal Language Centre,
South Hedland WA. 152 pp. $40
This is an informative book, based on the memories of
Aboriginal elder N.A. ‘Sandy’ Brown (1930-2010). Born
at De Grey pastoral station, he was fluent in Ngarla
language, the coastal dialect of the Nyangumarta
language of the Nyamal first nation. This book is about
the bird species recorded in and around Port Hedland. It
provides 105 Aboriginal words for more than 80 of the
conspicuous bird species present.
About a dozen species (e.g. Australian Pelican, Wedgetailed Eagle, Australian Bustard, Red-tailed BlackCockatoo) have more than one name and about
another 30 species share names, including frigatebirds
(2 species), harriers (2), fairy-wrens (2), crows (2),
honeyeaters (8) and swimming birds (8 species). In
contrast, the Emu (an important food source) has 11
words recorded for it and its body parts.
Why do so many WA Aboriginal names for bird species
continue to be ignored in preference to unsuitable English
words and inappropriate eastern states Aboriginal words?
In Ngarla language, the Galah is called pilyaku, Major
Mitchell’s Cockatoo ngakalyalya, Little Corella pirtirra,
Brolga yaarnkarra, and Budgerigah pulyirri. At least in
WA the Cockatiel is popularly called weiro, derived from
wiru.
The introduction includes a clear exposition of the spelling
and pronunciation of Ngarla words, and a useful map that
contextualises the geography of Pilbara languages.
I’m unclear about the target audience. The colour
photographs of bird species may attract the tourist.
However, many photos have been sourced from the
internet and do not necessarily depict local images
of bird species. The heart of the book—the Aboriginal
bird names—will probably not interest most tourists,
birdwatchers and ornithologists. I would have preferred
to see the names published as a scholarly paper (without
the photos) in BirdLife WA’s online journal Amytornis.
The inclusion of comparisons with names in other Pilbara
languages would be a valuable contribution.
Ian Abbott
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Observations
This list has been compiled by the WA
Records Officer with input from the
WA Records Committee. Metropolitan
suburbs or shires are in parentheses.
Please report interesting observations
the WA Records Officer, John Graff
(wasightings@birdlife.org.au) or to
the BirdLife WA office (9383 7749).
Sightings are included on the BirdLife
WA sightings page (http://birdswa.
org.au/sightings.htm) as soon as
possible, and the most interesting
are selected for inclusion in the next
WABN.

Highlights
For a change, the highlight for
this quarter wasn’t a rare vagrant,
but rather the re-discovery of a
population of Night Parrots in
Western Australia. A small population
was discovered near an inland
salt lake system, with one bird
photographed, and at least 2-4 birds
heard calling in the vicinity. This is
the first published confirmed record
of the species in Western Australia
since a BARC-accepted record at
Minga Well in 2005. Calls recorded
at the site differed somewhat from
those recorded from the Queensland
populations, but one of the main calls
detected was a drawn-out whistle
which is consistent with accounts in
the literature.
Though overshadowed somewhat
by the Night Parrot find, it was
nevertheless a good quarter for
rare vagrants. In the south-west,
the Baird’s Sandpiper reported
in December 2016 was re-found
almost a month later on the eastern
side of Peel Inlet at Austin Bay NR
and also briefly at Lake McLarty.
A Eurasian Hobby was found at
North Lake in late January, and
continued to keep birders entertained
for almost two months. Amazingly,
though North Lake is very close to
where a Eurasian Hobby was seen
at a similar time in 2016, the 2017
bird was a first-year bird and thus a
different individual to the 2016 bird
(an adult). Three Oriental Honeybuzzards were again present around
the metropolitan area for several
months, with sightings centred
around Lake Joondalup but extending
as far south as Bibra Lake during
this quarter, with previous records as
far north as Yanchep. Photographs
suggest that all records involve the
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same three birds; a paper detailing
these records is in preparation.
The presence of almost daily boat
trips off Bremer Bay targeting Orcas
again resulted in a few nice seabird
records off the south coast, with
another Grey-backed Storm-Petrel
and, more surprisingly, a Bulwer’s
Petrel recorded. A Buller’s
Albatross was also photographed
at sea off Albany by the skipper of
our current Albany pelagic boat on
a fishing trip—the first record of
this species for Western Australia.
On land, the Oriental Pratincole
reported in the previous quarter
continued to be seen at Morley Beach
until at least mid-February.
In northern Australia, a Nicobar
Pigeon made a surprise appearance
around a small community on the
Dampier Peninsula north of Broome,
the first record of this species for
mainland Australia. In January, the
passage of a low pressure system
produced a possible Himalayan
Swiftlet, which surprisingly lingered
around Broome town for several
days. Identification of dark swiftlets
is challenging, but the proportionally
long and pointed wings and broad,
deeply-forked tail are suggestive of
Himalayan.

METROPOLITAN (UBD
Street Directory)
ORIENTAL HONEY-BUZZARD
– up to 3, 14/01-26/03/17,
Lake Joondalup (Joondalup/
Wanneroo) – CN, DM et al. *
2, 21/01/17, Bibra Lake (Bibra
Lake) – GG * 1, 23/01/17, North
Lake (North Lake) – SB et al.
(vagrant to Western Australia;
records of these individuals
accepted by BARC; all records
appear to involve the same three
individuals; photographs; see
also WABN 152-154, 157-158)

(rare in the metropolitan area;
photographs)
BAIRD’S SANDPIPER – 1, 1417/01/17, Austin Bay Nature
Reserve, Peel Inlet (South
Yunderup) – DM, PB et al. (2nd
record for Western Australia;
subject to BARC acceptance;
photographs; see also WABN
161)
Red-necked Phalarope – 4,
11-14/02/17, Lake Baghdad
(Rottnest Island) – TD et al. (rare
migrant to Western Australia;
photographs)
Black Bittern – 1, 06/02/17,
Serpentine River, downstream
from Pinjarra Rd (Lakelands)
– JAdP (rarely reported in the
south-west; very rarely reported
on the Swan Coastal Plain)
EURASIAN HOBBY – 1 first-year
bird, 21/01-20/03/17, North
Lake (North Lake) – GG et al.
(2nd record for Western Australia;
subject to BARC acceptance;
photographs)
Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo –
6, 03/04/17, Thomsons Bay
settlement (Rottnest Island) – RP
(rare visitor to Rottnest Island)
Brown Songlark – 1, 29/01/17,
North Lake (North Lake) – MS
(rarely reported in suburban
Perth)

SOUTH WEST (Shark
Bay to Cape Arid)
Great Crested Grebe – 3,
26/03/17, Lake Mears (Brookton)
– JM (rarely reported in the
Wheatbelt)

Black Kite – 1, 22/03/17, ALCOA
Wellard Wetlands (Baldivis) – MN
(rare in the south-west; see also
previous editions of WABN)

Inland Dotterel – 4, 07/03/17,
Davey Road, north-east of
Cadoux (Wongan-Ballidu)
– PL * 20+, 26-27/03/17,
farmland along boundary of
Narembeen & Corrigin Shires
(Narembeen/Corrigin) – LG *
1, 30/03/17, Dean Road, north
of Konnongorring (Goomalling)
– PL (rare in the south-west;
photographs)

Hooded Plover – 1, 18/0126/02/17, Alfred Cove (Attadale)
– MS * 1, 22/01/17, Two Rocks
dog beach (Two Rocks) – IP

EURASIAN CURLEW – 1, up
to 30/01/17, Point Douro
(Australind) – CH et al. (vagrant
to Western Australia; subject to

Spotted Harrier – 1, 25/02/17,
North Lake (North Lake) – JDC
(rare on the Swan Coastal Plain)
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BARC acceptance; photographs;
see also WABN 158-161)
BAIRD’S SANDPIPER – 1,
14/01/17, Lake McLarty (Murray)
– JK et al. (2nd record for Western
Australia; subject to BARC
acceptance; photographs; same
individual as reported above)
Oriental Pratincole – 1, 15/0119/02/17, Morley Beach,
Wilson Inlet (Albany) – MB et
al. (vagrant to the south-west;
photographs; see also WABN
161)
Northern Rockhopper Penguin – 1
beachwashed, alive (taken into
care), 11/01/17, Redgate Beach
(Augusta-Margaret River) – RL
& LM (rare visitor to southern
Western Australia; photographs)
Fiordland Penguin – 1
beachwashed, dead, late 2016,
Cheyne Beach (Albany) – SW
(rare visitor to southern Western
Australia; photographs)
GREY-BACKED STORM-PETREL
– 1, 13/04/17, Bremer
Canyon, offshore Bremer Bay
(Jerramungup) – SR et al. (2nd
record for Western Australia;
photographs)
BULLER’S ALBATROSS – 1
subspecies bulleri, 27/02/17,
offshore Albany (Albany) – TL
(1st record for Western Australia;
photographs)
BULWER’S PETREL – 1, 09/03/17,
c. 5km offshore Bremer Bay
(Jerramungup) – DM & PB (1st
record for the south coast of
Western Australia; rarely reported
south of Pilbara offshore waters;
photographs)

ARID ZONE
Spinifex Pigeon – 1, 11/04/17,
Hamelin Station (Shark Bay) –
PW (south-west of normal range)
Little Penguin – 1 injured, taken
into care, 27/01/17, Red Bluff,
Quobba Station (Carnarvon) – via
LG (north of usual range)
NIGHT PARROT – at least 2-4
birds, mid 03/17, inland salt
lake system – BG, NJ, GS & AB
(1st accepted record in Western
Australia since 2005; subject to
BARC acceptance; photographs)

SPANGLED DRONGO – 1, 14/01/17,
Monkey Mia (Shark Bay) – TM
(rare vagrant in WA south of the
Kimberley; photographs; see also
WABN 161)

KIMBERLEY
NICOBAR PIGEON – 1 immature,
29/03/17 & 08/04/17, Chile
Creek near Lombadina (Broome)
– BJR & GS et al. (1st record for
Western Australia; subject to
BARC acceptance; photographs)
Semipalmated Plover – 1, last
record 24/03/17, Broome sewage
ponds and Demco Reserve
(Broome) – NJ et al. (vagrant
to Western Australia; returning
individual; records of this
individual accepted by BARC;
photographs)
Possible HIMALAYAN SWIFTLET –
1, 27/01-01/02/17, Broome town
(Broome) – DB et al. (1st record
for Western Australia; subject to
BARC acceptance; photographs)

CHRISTMAS ISLAND
ORIENTAL HONEY-BUZZARD – 1,
07/01/17 & 01/02/17, Christmas
Island – AM et al. (vagrant to
Australian territory; records
appear to involve different
individuals; subject to BARC
acceptance; photographs)
MALAYAN NIGHT-HERON – up to
7, 11-25/02/17, various locations
– AM et al. (rare migrant to
Australian territory; subject to
BARC acceptance; photographs)
(see photo, p2)
NORTHERN BOOBOOK – 1, 0420/02/17, Christmas Island
settlement – AM et al. (vagrant
to Australian territory; subject to
BARC acceptance; photographs)
PURPLE-BACKED STARLING – 1,
07/01/17, Christmas Island –
via DB (vagrant to Australian
territory; subject to BARC
acceptance; photographs)

female, 28/01-20/03/17,
Horsburgh Island – GC (vagrant
to Australian territory; subject
to BARC acceptance; immature
male same individual reported
from Becek Besar WABN 161;
photographs)
BARAU’S PETREL – 1, 03-11/03/17,
Airport – RB, GC et al. (rarely
reported in Australian territory;
subject to BARC acceptance;
regularly observed making
display flights; photographs)
ROSY STARLING – 2, 24/01/17,
Home Island rubbish tip – GC
(vagrant to Australian territory;
subject to BARC acceptance;
photographs)

OBSERVERS
AB = Adrian Boyle
AM = Angus McNab
BG = Bruce Greatwich
BJR = Bardi Jawi Rangers
CH = Cheryl Homewood
CN = Clive Nealon
DB = Damian Baxter
DM = Dan Mantle
GC = Geof Christie
GG = Geoff Groom
GS = George Swann
IP = Ian Pibworth
JAdP = Judy and Andre du Plessis
JDC = Jan & Dave Crossley
JK = Jennie Knox
JM = John Masters
LG = Les George
LM = Lucy McRobert
MB = Mark Binns
MN = Mark Newman
MS = Marcus Singor
NJ = Nigel Jackett
PB = Plaxy Barratt
PL = Phil Lewis
PW = Pauline Woolley
RB = Richard Baxter
RL = Rob Lambert
RP = Ron Priesmus
SB = Scott Baker
SR = Steve Reynolds
SW = Shaun Welsh
TD = Tegan Douglas
TL = Tony Little
TM = Tali Moyle

COCOS (KEELING)
ISLANDS
NORTHERN PINTAIL – 1 immature
male, 03-15/01/17, Horsburgh
Island – GC et al. * 1 immature
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CHAIR’S REPORT
The Wheatbelt: achieving balance between
sustainable production, conservation and
lifestyle
When asked to give a presentation at a workshop on
land clearing in the Wheatbelt from the perspective
of BirdLife Australia, my first thoughts were perhaps
predictable. I could talk about threatened bird species
such as Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo, I could talk about
declining woodland birds overall, I could talk about
extinction debt, and I could talk about the role of
landowners in conservation. Revegetation, nest boxes,
the importance of landscape connectivity and so on. But
then it occurred to me that most people attending such
a workshop would already know as much, if not more,
on these topics than I would. Then I discovered that I
couldn’t attend the workshop because I was scheduled to
give a talk to a Coastcare group about threats to coastal
birds, so I offered to write something a bit different, even
unexpected. Something which, I hope, will make people
think and lead to change.
Mike Bamford
Sometime about 2004, I was part of a team doing
Malleefowl surveys east of Southern Cross, in a region
now known as the Great Western Woodland. It is
described as the largest intact temperate woodland on
the planet, and it represents what the Wheatbelt was.
Some would describe it as unproductive scrub dotted with
a few small mines. There were quite a few farmers from
the Wheatbelt on our team; active semi-retirees taking
delight in the landscape, the plants and the wildlife. One
openly said he was doing conservation work to make
up for the destruction he had caused through clearing.
Another told a story of an encounter he had with a
government representative in the early 1960s. He was
being instructed to clear as much of his block as possible,
or face re-possession. He tried to argue that he should
keep some of the ‘scrub’ around the lakes, in a wide belt
through the middle of his property and near a granite
outcrop. He lost the argument but his parting shot to
the government representative was “You’ll see; I’ll be
replanting trees in 40 years because this country needs
trees”. The old man laughed at the end of his tale, saying
he was planting trees barely 30 years later, such was the
need of the land for trees.
He was part of the ‘million acres a year’ generation
of farmers, but looking around and driving through
the Wheatbelt today, it would seem that few share
his attitude. The Wheatbelt is experiencing a new
phase of clearing. Road verges are cleared to meet
a new requirement of at least 4 m without trees, to
accommodate wider and wider farm equipment, to
accommodate trucks that cart grain displaced by the
closure of rail lines, and perhaps to save lives. No-one
talks of lives saved by trees (through blocking glare,
providing stimulation to keep drivers awake and cooling
roadways) because how can you measure something that
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doesn’t happen? Paddock trees are removed because
they interfere with the tractor’s GPS system. Old trees
die one by one and are not replaced, while patches of
bush gradually decline through weed invasion, fire and
grazing by livestock…or Rabbits. Replanting is taking
place but active clearing continues, not just by shire and
state government, but by landholders looking to tidy
up paddocks, control vermin, reduce fire risk. Farmers
openly accept they may cop a fine, such is the perceived
value of a bit more clearing. It is enough to make you
think that the old adage: “if it moves, shoot it; if it
doesn’t, cut it down” is alive and well. In fact, it is alive
and well. In comparison, the Swiss constitution has a
clause requiring that plants and animals be treated with
‘respect’.
There was a bumper sticker around a few years ago:
“trees are good; bush is better”. And yet this message
seems to have been forgotten, which would grieve
the elderly farmer. But in a landscape so profoundly
agricultural as the Wheatbelt that is 93% cleared
(and expanding), are trees really good? And is bush
really better? The Wheatbelt is a landscape devoted to
agriculture; it is an industrial landscape of sorts, and we
all need to eat. Do trees, does ‘bush’, really have a place
in that landscape?
It is easy to talk about the conservation implications of
clearing. During the heady decades following World War
II, when army surplus Sherman and Valentine tanks led
the charge across the landscape, the devastation from a
conservation perspective was immense. If you assume
just one Pygmy-possum per 10 acres, about 100 000
Pygmy-possums lost their lives. Each year. Crushed; or
they starved in the devastation that had been woodland.
Bobtails would have been killed at ten times that rate.
The loss of life of what our National Anthem describes as
“Nature’s beauty rich and rare”, would have been in the
tens of millions of individual animals. Each year. Entire
species were undoubtedly lost: wildflowers, insects,
maybe lizards. Our State mammal emblem, the Numbat,
was pushed to the edge of extinction by clearing which
made it especially vulnerable to predation by the Fox,
and it was only given a reprieve by a last ditch effort to
save Dryandra Woodland in the 1970s, followed by active
and ongoing intervention since the mid 1980s.
But what place conservation in the modern Wheatbelt?
All those animals have died, we have lost species that
may have been of pharmaceutical benefit, we have lost
some of our heritage that the land can trace back to a
time so immense that it makes the dinosaurs seem like
a recent innovation. The longest continuously occupied
living landscape on the planet: our Wheatbelt. The elderly
farmer might grieve and while we must learn from the
past, we must also plan for the future.
It can be argued that the remnant native vegetation
in the Wheatbelt is still vital for conservation. The last
population of a rare plant or a rare trapdoor spider,
one of few places in the Wheatbelt where you can see
the Southern Scrub-robin or Blue-breasted Fairy-wren.
The largest reserves, with ongoing management to
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control introduced predators, can even support such
iconic mammals as the Numbat and Woylie. But this
is an agricultural landscape, the heart of the industrial
production of food on a scale unprecedented, the grain
bowl of Asia if we are to believe some politicians. So is
there really an argument for conservation in a landscape
almost lost to nature; reserves of course, but what
about verges and paddocks and back bushblocks, gravel
pits and salt lakes and the margins of granite outcrops?
Conservation has a much lower priority for our society
than the latest military hardware and the ever-growing
problem of people moving around the world looking for a
better life (as so many of our parents did). Conservation
is barely on the political agenda. So if conservation
seems right, how can it be made to seem relevant?
There is an intrinsic value argument. “Nature’s beauty
rich and rare” has value because of what it is. The bizarre
trapdoor spider that lives in its burrow for three decades
and the misshapen orchid with its deluded wasp pollinator
are the product of some 200 million years of unbroken
evolution. There are thousands of such species across the
Wheatbelt, and they need more than reserves as they
inconveniently persist in the most unlikely places, and
they need connectivity across the landscape to face the
next 200 million years. But conserving such things can
seem a luxury when society is faced with the immediacy
of the current round of human distress. Trapdoor spiders
and weird orchids don’t provide food or “stop the boats”.
And to suggest they are of equal importance to human
concerns may imply that the human concerns are trivial,
which is political suicide.
So there can be conservation in recognition of the
intrinsic value of biodiversity, but only if social and
economic circumstances allow. However, there is a
danger that such conservation is a salve to a sort of
upper middle class guilt, but that the man and woman on
the land bear the brunt of the cost. Conservation comes
with a price tag. A former leader of the Greens stated
that the government is there to manage “a society, not
just an economy”, but the two are inseparable.
There is also an economic argument for conservation,
the ecological services approach, but this requires a very
holistic view of society and the environment. Trees and
‘the bush’ really do influence climate, help us to manage
groundwater, and purify the atmosphere, one leaf at a
time. Rainfall has declined in the Wheatbelt due to overclearing, and the salt risk is still there; ironically the
spread of salt has been slowed by the decline in rainfall,
but spread it will. There are calculations that a single tree
can be worth hundreds or even thousands of dollars in
its lifetime, but that value is spread across all of society,
whereas the cost of keeping a tree in a particular location
is borne by the immediate community. Society doesn’t
pay the farmer to retain trees.
There is another argument, however, for protecting
and even enhancing biodiversity across the Wheatbelt.
An argument for protecting verge trees, retaining
paddock trees, even fencing and replanting the corner
paddock near the granite outcrop. An argument for
a halt in clearing and a coordinated approach to
rehabilitation across the landscape so that in just a
few human generations the Wheatbelt would be almost
unrecognisable. It is not an argument based on intrinsic
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value or economic worth, which take a top down
approach, although the argument would meet the criteria
of protecting biodiversity and providing society with
economic benefit. Rather, it is an argument that starts at
the level of the leaf and the individual person on the land.
The Wheatbelt is an industrial landscape devoted to the
production of food, but who wants to live in an industrial
landscape? More years ago than I care to remember,
I worked with a farmer who was a leader of the local
Landcare movement. He was intrigued by trapdoor
spiders, orchids and the like, and he knew that trees
he retained or planted would help with the control of
salt. He also knew that planting corridors of ‘bush’ and
protecting road verges were vital for the conservation
of biodiversity in the long term, but what really drove
him was much more personal. He had grown up in a
part of the Wheatbelt where the last phase of out-ofcontrol, government-policy-against-scientific-advice
clearing was taking place. He spoke of a childhood in a
woodland where there seemed to be adventure around
every corner, where the creeks ran fresh, and of tales
from his grandfather who spoke of Tammars and Woylies
and Boodies, of giant snakes and fantastic lizards. Of
bush turkeys and Malleefowl, of ducks (to be shot) and
of a landscape that could only be found where he lived.
His memories (and those from his grandfather) were
probably a little less than accurate, but when he looked
at what his farming lifestyle had to offer his own children,
he grieved like the elderly farmer I met on the Malleefowl
survey. His children had dust and a salt creek as a
playground. It was an industrial agricultural landscape
that could be anywhere. His sense of loss was palpable.
He was way ahead of his time. ‘Experts’ now talk of
‘nature deficit disorder’ affecting not just the occasional
disorderly child at school, diagnosed with ADHD that
can be treated with drugs, but of communities that are
suffering. A recent Victorian government report goes
further: “Humans have forgotten how much the natural
world means to them. It has been reported that modern
people are experiencing a spiritual famine and that
alcohol, food and drug addictions are futile attempts to
fill the spiritual emptiness that has arisen from loss of
contact with nature.”
The garden city movement in England in the early 20th
century was a reaction to the industrialisation of the
urban landscape and the social problems it caused.
Town planners around the world are talking about urban
greening and urban forests at the same time as they
talk of increasing housing density to stop urban sprawl.
These movements are all about human well-being. But
who talks of greening agricultural landscapes? Aren’t they
already green? In the Wheatbelt, the answer is no. Not in
the way that green matters.
Being on the land isn’t easy; it is a lifestyle choice
that society needs some people to make. Part of the
appeal of that lifestyle choice for the Landcare leader
I spoke with was that, at least in his memory, it had
been a green landscape of agricultural production and
woodland. Economic imperative had destroyed that,
and it is economic imperative which is the over-riding
factor that seems to be guiding the Wheatbelt towards
an increasingly agri-industry future. That is fine for
economists, but we should be planning for a society and
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not just an economy. Which brings us by a very circuitous
route to land-clearing. Clearing that has happened,
clearing that will happen, clearing that might happen and
what to do to create a Wheatbelt landscape where you
might just want to work and live. A Wheatbelt landscape
that also has a more diverse economic base than the
half-hearted and ironic effort of a roadside sign extolling
the virtues of wildflowers with nothing in sight except
wheat stubble, half-dead trees and weeds.
Underpinning the change needed is basing attitudes at
the highest political strata on the level of the leaf. We
need to recognise the true importance of a green rural
landscape, like a green urban landscape, for people,
economies and biodiversity (in no particular order, but
putting people first makes it relevant). We need a goal
of a green agricultural landscape which has shady trees,
streams that run fresh, is productive but supports rural
communities. A place where you’d want to live. We need

decisions that affect vegetation cover to be made for the
right reasons. A paddock tree might be impossibly in the
way of modern tractors; but the loss of that tree affects
society, so society should either protect it or replace
it with ten more trees nearby. Bushland in the back
paddock should not be a liability needing fencing if it is
not cleared, but an asset that attracts funding so it can
be protected. Road verge trees need to be assessed as to
their true value; not a knee-jerk reaction to tragic road
deaths.
We need an approach to conservation that is good for
the agricultural industry and for the people who rely
directly on that industry; agricultural practitioners if you
like. For they are the ones who live in and rely upon
the environment of the Wheatbelt, but we all reap the
rewards. The nature of that environment is therefore the
responsibility of all of society.

WA BRANCH REPORTS
Brief resumes of 2017 BirdLife Western
Australia Executive Committee members
Dr Michael Bamford: Mike joined BirdLife Australia (then
the RAOU) in 1979 during the first Atlas project, and
has been an active member ever since. He was on the
WA committee from 1995 to 2011, was Chair of the WA
Group from 2002 to 2005 and sat on national council from
2005 to 2011. Mike studied biology at Murdoch University
from 1977-1980 and in 1986 completed his Ph.D. on the
impact of fire upon small vertebrates (including birds) in
Banksia woodland. Upon completion of his Ph.D., he and
his wife, Mandy, established a small business as consulting
zoologists and environmental educators. In addition, Mike
is an occasional lecturer in Zoology at Curtin and Murdoch
Universities in Perth. Mike wrote the weekly science and
environment column (The Wild Side) that ran from 1997
to 2003 in The West Australian, and he and Mandy are
regulars on ABC radio. He is also a scientific illustrator,
having contributed to some of the HANZAB volumes and
to the New Atlas. As Chair of the WA Executive Committee
Mike plans to help with the steady growth of BirdLife. His
vision for the organisation is for it to continue to expand
as a body that is basically about conservation of birds and
the Australian landscape, through supporting birdwatchers,
encouraging research, engaging in conservation and raising
the profile of birds in the wider community.
Bruce Buchanan: Bruce Buchanan, MA, Bsc Psych, Grad.
Dip. Psych, Grad B.I.M. Member since 1981, Editor WA Bird
Notes from March 1986 until December 1994, compiler
of the Index The First 50 years, Western Australian Bird
Notes 1943-1993, surveyed wetlands for CALM/DPaW 1981
to 2010 when switched to bushbirds, with a DPaW Nature
Reserve survey currently ongoing. Occasional contributor to
WABN.
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Jan Grimoldby’s grandfather was an active member of the
Gould League and gave Jan her first bird book when she was
nine. ‘What Bird Is That?’ started her love affair with birds
but it is only in the last five years that she has been able
to devote more time to it. Jan’s professional background
is in education, local government, waste management and
working with non government agencies. She has significant
experience with governance and strategic development in
the not for profit sector. Now retired, Jan has held senior
positions within local government, has been a member and
chair of a statutory authority and has been a Commissioner
oversighting a number of local government amalgamations.
Jan manages to combine her love of birdwatching with the
challenge of playing golf, always carrying her binoculars
with her in her golf bag. She says ‘If I’m not hitting the ball
very well, I can almost always spot an interesting bird or
two.’
Mark Henryon: Mark’s childhood interest in birds became
an active pastime when he lived and worked in Denmark
(Europe). He is a member of BirdLife Australia and the
Danish Ornithological Society. Mark has been on the
Executive Committee for six years. He is also on the subcommittee for the Great Western Woodlands, where he has
been particularly active in our campaign to save the Helena
and Aurora Range from mining. Mark has a PhD in Animal
Science from the University of Western Australia. When not
engaged in BirdLife activities, he works as a geneticist for
the Danish Agriculture and Food Council—spending about
four months of each year in Copenhagen.
Felice Morcombe: Felice has recently completed her
studies at the University of Western Australia, having
finished her honours year in Zoology and Conservation
Biology. Her honours thesis looked at the population
estimate of the vulnerable Christmas Island Hawk-Owl
(Ninox natalis) and its habitat preferences across Christmas
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Island. Felice gave a talk at the Australasian Ornithological
Conference in 2016 sponsored by BirdLife WA as well
as participating in BirdLife WA organised field trips and
courses. Felice first gained an interest in birds from her
father’s photography work when she was younger and
wishes to further her passion and study of birding through
assisting BirdLife.
Dr Kathryn Napier: I have served on the Executive
Committee for three years, and as Secretary for the last
two years. I am also a member of the BirdLife WA Research
Sub-Committee, and contribute to the administration of
the BWA Facebook page. My background is in scientific
research, and I am currently employed at Murdoch
University. I volunteer for citizen science bird banding and
survey projects whenever I can.
Paul Netscher: I’ve been in the construction industry for
28 years in South Africa and Australia. Employed in a senior
capacity, including being on the executive committee of a
large multi-national construction company in South Africa, I
have sound business, financial and management experience.
I’ve written and published several construction management
books. I’m semi-retired and continue to write construction
management articles and books. Being interested in birds
from childhood, I’ve been a member of BirdLife South Africa
for 22 years and BirdLife Australia for five. I have been on
the BirdLife WA executive committee for the past two years.
Frank O’Connor has been on the BWA Committee
since 2012 and previously from 2002 to 2009. He is the
current Treasurer. He has revised the Chart of Accounts,
and developed the BWA budget. Frank is a member of
the Community Education Committee where he helps to
organise and present the Winter Classes. He created and
still catalogues the BWA digital image library which has over
9500 images. Frank has an MBA from UWA and he worked
at the Argyle Diamond Mine for 14 years where he was
involved in developing several of their computing systems.
He was the Mining Department’s Business Analyst for seven
years where he was responsible for the department’s annual
operating and capital budgets, monthly reports and capital
equipment requests.
Dr Blair Parsons: Blair has been involved in ecological
research, management and consultancy across much
of Western Australia. Blair worked with CSIRO in the
early 2000s on projects focusing on landscape design for
avifauna, allowing him to undertake surveys within many
bushland remnants throughout the region. It is during
this work that Blair genuinely discovered his interest in
birds. Following on from this, Blair completed a PhD with
CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems and UWA, focusing on
the distribution, decline and habitat requirements of the
threatened Malleefowl in the Western Australian wheatbelt.
Subsequent to his studies Blair worked with the Australian
Wildlife Conservancy and also led an ecological consultancy
in the conduct of biodiversity surveys, threatened species
monitoring programmes, environmental impact assessments
and biodiversity offsets. Currently, Blair is the Director of
Conservation for Greening Australia in WA, whose mission
is to conserve and restore landscapes at scale through
collaborative, science-based and innovative conservation
programs. Blair is keen to explore how BirdLife Australia
can partner with other like-minded organisations to achieve
improved outcomes for the conservation of birds and their
habitats.
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Lou Scampoli: I am a retired accountant who has
worked predominately in the gold mining, engineering and
construction industry in Western Australia. Prior to retiring
I was a contractor for four ASX listed mineral exploration
companies providing accounting and financial management
support. Before working for myself, I had a full-time
position with a well-known West Australian engineering and
construction company. I joined their International Division
which meant being involved with the financial management
of overseas projects. This took me to Bangkok, Thailand
for two years where I was the Finance Manager for their
group of companies. I also spent 16 months in Karachi,
Pakistan as the Finance Manager for a significant gas
plant construction for their state-owned company, Oil
Gas & Development Corporation. I have dedicated time
to volunteering over the years including a stint on the
Committee of the Gliding Club of WA located at Cunderdin.
I was a Board member and Honorary Treasurer of Advocare
Incorporated. Advocare Inc. is a state and federally funded
independent, community based, not for profit organisation
that supports and protects the rights of older people in
aged care facilities. It provides an advocacy, information
and education service. I have previously volunteered for
BirdLife WA, as Chair of the Sales Committee and a member
of the team that organised and ran the National Bird Week
Open Days. Currently I am an outreach education volunteer
for a wildlife rehabilitation organisation. This entails taking
animals out to schools, aged care facilities, events and
festivals to not only educate but also cultivate an interest
in our native animals. I have recently been involved with
Mission Australia’s ‘Christmas in the Park’ event which aims
to bring people who are doing it tough together to enjoy a
meal and companionship.
Jennifer Sumpton: Jennifer was a silent member of
BirdLife Australia for a number of years before going on
her first campout to Mt Gibson in 2010 and that began
her enthusiasm for birding. She has participated in many
excursions and campouts since, on a regular basis. She
is a very keen photographer and contributes regularly to
Western Australian Bird Notes. She began coordinating
BirdLife stalls at country shows to promote awareness and
find roosting sites for Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo Project.
She is passionate about environmental issues. She brings
organisational skills, decision making skills, reliability, team
work and passion to assist the BirdLife organisation. She
has a B.Ed and was a primary school teacher for over 30
years. Jennifer has completed one year on the BirdLife
Executive Committee.

Note: Alasdair Bulloch is also a member of the BWA
Executive.

See photo of the Executive, page 3.
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WA BRANCH PROJECTS
Western Ground Parrot:
“Secrets at Sunrise”—the challenges of
saving a cryptic bird

(but not all, alas) of our counters. The count set records on
most fronts:

Several years in the making, the feature-length documentary
about the dramatic efforts to save Western Australia’s
rarest bird from extinction premieres on 31 May in Albany,
Busselton, Geraldton and Kalgoorlie.

2926 Forest Red tailed Black-Cockatoos (FRT) at 93 occupied
roosts

Esperance film-maker Jennene Riggs, a passionate advocate
for the natural environment, was granted exclusive access
allowing her to document the work carried out by the
Department of Parks and Wildlife and Perth Zoo to bring the
critically endangered Western Ground Parrot back from the
brink of extinction. Jennene has spent the past three years
following a team of conservation experts and volunteers
working together to save one of the world’s rarest birds.
The film captures the challenges of working in a remote
environment trying to save a cryptic bird which wasn’t
photographed in the wild until 2004 and whose numbers
are estimated to be less than 150 individuals; an enigmatic
parrot that chooses to live on the ground and only makes its
presence known when it calls at dawn and at dusk. Jennene
accompanied the team from remote Cape Arid National Park
where the only known population of the rare parrot survives
to Perth Zoo where attempts are under way to breed the
birds in captivity. There are moments of high drama when a
series of bushfires threatens to wipe out the last population
of the ground-dwelling parrot and moments of joy when
the team succeeds in capturing two birds for the captive
breeding trial at Perth Zoo.
A crowd-funding campaign, which was also supported by
many members of BirdLife, helped kick-start the filming
and a grant from the State Natural Resource Management
program and Royalties for Regions which Friends of the
Western Ground Parrot successfully applied for, allowed
Jennene to pull together a crew of highly acclaimed and
talented creatives including composer Ash Gibson Greig
(Who Do You Think You Are?) and narrator Roz Hammond
(Muriel’s Wedding) to complete the documentary.
Follow this link for a sneak preview:
https://vimeo.com/215643672
The documentary will have its Perth premiere on 13 July at
Perth Zoo. More information about screening times, where to
buy tickets, etc, will be made available on E-news.
Anne Bondin

The Great Cocky Count update

17 457 White tailed Black-Cockatoos (WT) at 124 occupied
roosts

These numbers mean that we counted approximately 30% of
all black-bockatoos in the south-west of Western Australia on
a single night!
261 FRTs at a single roost in Floreat (GCC high)
A record count in regional areas, with 5029 WTs counted at
55 occupied roosts
46 new WT sites and 38 new FRT sites were confirmed in
2017
The ‘mega roost’ is still active, with 3528 Carnaby’s flying
in to roost at the same site as last year (east of Yanchep
National Park in the pine plantation). This year 71% of all
Carnaby’s counted on the Swan Coastal Plain roosted within
1 km of the Gnangara/Yanchep/Pinjar pine plantations. This
is higher than previous years and once again highlights the
critical importance of this roosting and food resource to this
endangered species.
The large numbers of birds counted does not necessarily
mean that black-cockatoos are flourishing. It most probably
reflects the fact that we are getting better at locating and
counting roosts with larger numbers of volunteers. As more
habitat is cleared, birds may become more concentrated in
fewer roosts and therefore more easily counted. The report
due in September will give us a better idea of these trends.
FRTs seem to be continuing to expand their numbers on the
coastal plain. This year 1934 were counted roosting in the
area compared to just 771 last year. This is good evidence
that the birds are not only going there to feed (on Cape Lilac
and more), but they are staying overnight.
Many volunteers were disappointed at getting zero counts.
BirdLife does its best to avoid this but it is unfortunately
inevitable as cockies change roost sites depending on various
factors. We are trying to weed out sites in our database
which may have been erroneously identified as night
roosts (many turn out to be day roosts/forage areas). We
will continue this process and welcome feedback and local
knowledge. The proof that we are getting better at this is in
the table below:
Next year we hope to hit 50%, which means that for every
volunteer who gets a zero there will be one who gets cockies
roosting.
The 2017 GCC was a success, but as ever we will attempt to
make it better in 2018. This year I have learned more about
coordinating the count and since I plan to be here next year
these are a few of the ideas I’d like to implement:

The Great Cocky Count was a great success again this year.
Around 900 volunteers registered and surveyed 466 roost
•
Better information on land tenure and land owner
sites. Bearing in mind that many people bring a friend along
contact details
this equates to over 4000 person hours. If you put a dollar
figure on this it is equivalent to a
Percentage of all sites surveyed which were occupied by WT, FRT or both
$120 000 contribution on a single
day! What an incredible effort
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
and thanks to all those involved.
28%
36%
31%
31%
34%
29%
38%
42%
The birds turned up for many
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•

GCC campouts to get city volunteers out to regional sites

•

Closer liaison with DPaW regional staff and others (eg
NRM groups)

•

More information for counters on other sites nearby

•

Online site booking system to be trialled in 2018 for
selected sites

•

More sites to be deleted from the database if deemed
unsuitable

•

FAQ sheet to answer all the questions people ask

Thanks again to all our dedicated volunteers, we hope to see
you back again in 2018. (see photo, p55)
Adam Peck
Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo Project Officer

Across the Nullarbor: news from
National Office
Loss of key shorebird
refuelling areas
A study by an international group of researchers,
including the Australasian Wader Studies Group, has
confirmed that the loss of key wetlands in eastern
Asia—specifically on the shores of the Yellow Sea—is
behind the collapse in the populations of a number of
migratory shorebirds that spend the non-breeding season
in Australia. Though this has long been suspected, this
recently published research has nailed it. The researchers
analysed citizen science data collected between 1993–
2012 on 10 key species of migratory shorebirds to see if
a relationship emerged between reliance on the Yellow
Sea as a migration stopover and rate of population
decline. They found that the more a species relies on the
Yellow Sea mudflats during migration, the more quickly
they’re declining. Even though the birds spend only 1–2
months on the Yellow Sea mudflats each year, it was
the most important factor in determining the population
trend, they found.

BirdLife Australia Strategic
Plan
The BirdLife Australia Board recently signed off on a new
strategic plan for the organisation. Thank you for your
input into this important document which becomes our
guiding light for the next five years.
The plan will be formatted and circulated soon. In the
meantime, I’d like to emphasise the following features of
the strategic plan.
Firstly, our mission, vision and goals remain similar, but
we added a “promise” the whole organisation (whether
you are a scientist, nature lover or social birder) can get
behind: preventing extinctions.
In order to maximise conservation impact, and get the
most from limited resources, our program resource
priorities will be guided by Conservation Action Plans
(CAP)—a global standard in conservation planning. And
our fieldwork, advocacy and education resources will be
organised within programs to implement the CAPs. This
includes the role of reserves, groups and observatories
(for example, working with AWSG and the Broome Bird
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Observatory to implement the Migratory Shorebirds
Program, and Gluepot for the Mallee Birds Program).
The implementation of a new Netsuite financial system
across the whole organisation will also begin this year.
The decision was made to address ongoing concerns
raised by the external auditors regarding our ability
to report accurate consolidated financials for almost
40 branches, groups and observatories with over 130
bank accounts. Thank you for your patience as we work
through this with you.
Importantly, the strategic plan acknowledges the
credibility, value and impact of BirdLife branches at a
local level. You do amazing work, whether that is working
with staff on campaigns, or connecting with communities
through local events and activities. A Volunteer Program
will be a core component of the new strategy so I’d like
to hear your views at the forum in May about how the
BirdLife network should develop and grow.
Finally, the board agreed to streamline our complex
and confusing member and donor categories (we
currently have 19 membership categories—some with
as few as seven members). It involves no change to the
constitution, we are simply providing new and existing
supporters with a clear and simple choice:
•

Become a Member - have a say in the organisation’s
future and/or serve on committees; or

•

Become a Wildbird Protector (regular giving)—
fund our conservation programs and receive a tax
deductible donation.

Both Members and Wildbird Protectors are now
receiving Australian BirdLife and e-news. Sean Dooley
has done a terrific job in evolving the magazine to
communicate our work to a broader BirdLife audience.
A number of changes are also underway to ensure
staff roles and resources are organised around the new
priorities.
You will all continue to be engaged in the transition
process. I look forward to working with you all
again at the Network Forum in May to help shape
our implementation plans and make an even bigger
difference. Thank you.
Paul Sullivan | Chief Executive Officer
BirdLife Australia
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Naming of birds
Honeyeaters and Chats –
Meliphagidae
Continued from the previous issue.
The name honeyeater is a bit of a misnomer as
honeyeaters eat nectar and pollen – not honey.
Western Wattlebird –
Anthochaera lunulata. The
genus name has Greek roots,
anthos, flower and khairo,
to enjoy. Lunulata is Latin
for crescent-shaped, coming
from luna, moon, and –ulus,
the diminutive; giving us
small moon-shaped mark.
According to Gould this is in
reference to what he calls ‘the
lunulate mark of white’ on
the sides of the bird’s neck.
This is a wattlebird without
wattles. Also known as Little
Wattlebird (which is now only
used for the eastern bird,
now believed to be a separate
species), Brush Wattlebird
and Brush Mockbird (perhaps
in reference to its lack of
wattles).

Also known as the Graceful Honeyeater; an ‘elegant little
bird’ according to Gould. ‘Decorated small honeyeater’.
Grey-fronted Honeyeater – Ptilotula plumula.
Plumula is Latin for a plumula, or down feather. Gould
named the bird in 1848 and explained that he named
it for the ‘double tuft of yellow and black feathers
situated on the sides of the neck’. ‘Down feathered small
honeyeater’.
Yellow-tinted Honeyeater
– Ptilotula flavescens.
The species name comes
from Latin flavus, yellow,
and -escens, becoming or
–ish. The ‘Yellowish small
honeyeater’. Named by Gould
in 1840.

White-plumed Honeyeater, Carnarvon campout (see
report, p42). Photo by John Baas

Red Wattlebird – Anthochaera carunculata.
Carunculata is derived from Latin caruncula meaning a
small piece of flesh, or in this case, a wattle. One of the
definitions of the English word ‘caruncle’ is a wattle, ie.
of a bird. The name is a bit misleading as it is the wattles
that are red and not the bird. In the past it has been
known as a Wattled Crow, and a Barking Bird – the latter
no doubt due to its harsh repetitive call.
Singing Honeyeater – Gavicalis virescens. Gavicalis
is an anagram of the genus name Caligavis assigned to
honeyeaters by Iredale in 1956. The similarity between
the two names is somewhat confusing. Virescens comes
from Latin viresco, greenish. ‘Greenish honeyeater’.
Grey-headed Honeyeater – Ptilotula keartlandi.
George Keartland, for whom this bird is named, was
born in England and was brought to Australia by his
parents. He became a photographer and typesetter for
a Melbourne newspaper for whom he worked for 50
years. His main interest was in nature with a strong focus
on birds. He made two long trips in the 1890s to the
Northern Territory in the course of which he collected the
type specimen of the Grey-headed Honeyeater. He was
also involved in the founding of the Royal Australasian
Ornithologists Union. ‘Keartland’s small honeyeater’.
Yellow-plumed Honeyeater – Ptilotula ornata.
Ptilotula is a genus name invented by Matthews in 1912
for the Yellow-plumed Honeyeater and others in this
genus. In Greek ptilon is a feather, while the suffix –ula is
the diminutive. The honeyeaters in this group are slightly
smaller than in the previous group. Ornatus comes from
Latin meaning adorned or decorated, and no doubt refers
to the obvious yellow plume below the ear of the bird.
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White-plumed Honeyeater
– Ptilotula penicillata.
Penicillata comes from Latin
penicillus, meaning pencil or
paintbrush. It was named by
Gould for the conspicuous
white streak on the sides
of the neck. It could be
translated as ‘Pencilled small
honeyeater’. Also previously
called Greenie, and Australian
Canary.

White-fronted Honeyeater
– Purnella albifrons. Gregory Mathews named the
genus Purnella to honour Herbert A. Purnell, a RAOU
member. Albifrons has its origins in Latin; albus, white
and frons, forehead. ‘Purnell’s white-fronted bird’.
Purple-gaped Honeyeater – Lichenostomus
cratitius. The root of the name Lichenostomus is Greek,
leikhen meaning lichen or lick, while stomus comes from
stoma, mouth. This name was first used by Cabanis
though what exactly he had in mind when he named the
genus is unclear. He could have been thinking that some
lichens are purplish in colour. Or perhaps he was referring
to the way honeyeaters appear to ‘lick up’ nectar. Gould,
who described this bird in 1841, left no explanation as
to why he used the species name cratitius. Fraser and
Gray suggest that it may come from Latin cratitius (or
craticius) meaning wattle – the sort of wattle used in
rough early dwellings, for example, ‘wattle-and-daub’
constructions. The Purple-gaped Honeyeater does not
have true wattles – only a thin bare lilac gape, to which I
assume Gould was referring. ‘Wattled lichen mouth’.
Yellow-throated Miner – Manorina flavigula. The
name Manorina refers to the nostrils of the bird. It has
its roots Greek: manos, open and rhinos, nostrils. The
large nasal openings are not a field character, as the
nostrils are covered by a thin membrane which makes
them appear small. The specific name comes from Latin
flavus, yellow and gula, throat, which is also not that
obvious in the field. ‘Yellow-throated large nostrilled bird’.
Other names used include Yellow-throated Minah, Mickey
Miner and White-rumped Miner, which is a much more apt
name than the one given by Gould.
Monticola
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FOR THE LOVE OF BIRDS
Cocos Island
The early model RAV 4 charges onto the lawn and stops
suddenly. Richard Baxter, our birding tour leader, opens
the door, puts one foot on the grass, hauls himself up and
shouts over the bonnet.
‘Tell everyone there’s a Barrow’s Petrel (at least that’s
what I thought he said) on the runway. Tell everyone. It’s
at the end of the runway. It’s crazy, it shouldn’t be there.
Tell everyone.’
Richard slams the door shut, reverses and roars off. I
stand stunned, trying to make sense of what I’ve just
heard. We’re on the second last day of a birding tour
on Cocos Island and there are two things of which I’m
certain. I’ve a responsibility to pass on the information to
whoever I can and I need to get to the runway fast, so
as to not miss out on a vagrant bird which has no doubt
been blown off course by the previous day’s strong winds
and rain.
I push open the door to the bungalow I share with my
travelling companion and shout.
‘Al, there’s a petrel on the runway’ and turn and run.
I hobble across the road, across the oval and head
toward an Orion Air Force plane that has been engaged in
surveillance work and which has taxied to a stop. I look
skywards. Darting and gliding, twisting and turning above
the runway, is the unmistakable petrel which is using the
strong winds to fly at high speeds. There doesn’t appear
to be a birder in sight so I just stand there and gawk.
Alan joins me.
‘Quick, get photographs before it disappears,’ I scream.
Alan is soon clicking away with his massive SLR camera
and I know that whatever happens now, I’ve played my
part in recording what must be a remarkable ‘tick’ for
the serious birders on our tour. I look down the runway.
Discreetly photographing the scene from behind cover,
are the other eight birders on our tour. I soon learn that
the excitement is over a Barau’s Petrel which breeds on
Reunion Island near Mauritius. It’s an endangered species
and is just not meant to be in this part of the world.
My interest in birding is to share conviviality with others
on campouts and bird walks, to visit and enjoy different
environments and to get great photographs in the first
hour of the day with my little point and click Nikon
Coolpix zoom camera. Everything else is a bonus. With
this in mind I signed up for a birding tour that involved
one week on Cocos Island and one week on Christmas
Island. I didn’t realise it at the time, but I was signing up
to spend two weeks with people who take their birding
seriously. Very seriously. So, I write this story for the
benefit of those who’ve just taken up birding or, for those
like me, who just go along for the ride.
I always thought shorebirds were the only migratory
birds. But I learned on the trip that they only represent
less than one fifth of all birds that are migratory.
Migratory means they seasonally relocate for reasons of
food availability. North of Cocos and Christmas Island
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there is the Northern Asian and South-East Asian bird
regions and when birds from those regions migrate
south for food, they sometimes overshoot and turn up
in Australia, particularly in a very wet season and if
there is a strong northerly wind. It’s these birds that are
known as vagrants and the ones that the serious birders
are seeking. Richard’s final email to us before we left
Australia said it all.
As you probably have heard we saw lots of good birds on
the November and December tours and a few additional
vagrants have arrived since then, most notably the
Purple-backed Starling, Watercock, Indian Cuckoo and a
Crested Honey-buzzard only last week…There is virtually
no chance that we will see all the species we saw late last
year as many vagrants would have moved on.
‘Let’s see who can spot the first bird,’ I call out to Alan
as we peer out of our respective windows as the plane
taxis down the runway at Cocos Island Airport. The Cocos
Islands surround a turquoise blue lagoon in the Indian
Ocean and is much nearer to Djakarta than Australia.
We climb down the stairs of the plane and I survey the
scene, eager to win the competition. It was motionless.
I look everywhere. Not a bird in sight. We are greeted in
the baggage area by our tour guide Richard Baxter and
seven other birders. I greet them cordially as I scan the
windows and doors for signs of bird movement. Nothing!
Not an annoying Silver Gull, a pesky raven, an imperious
Masked Lapwing or an industrious passerine in sight. I
am nonplussed.
‘Come on,’ says Richard, ‘Let’s walk across the road
and check in to our accommodation. We’ve got to hurry
because the supermarket will close soon and we’ll miss
our lunch.’
The breeze is stiff, the humidity high, the locals appear
languid and there still isn’t a bird in sight. The prospect
of rare birds perching on our veranda has severely
diminished. Our bungalow is near the ocean and as an
act of desperation I hurry over to the foreshore and raise
the binoculars. The tide is out, but there in the distance
is a white bird with a long beak. A Little Egret? A whitemorphed Reef Egret? I don’t care, I’m the first to see
a bird. That night at the tour briefing I was astonished
to learn that there are no resident passerines on Cocos
Island!
It wasn’t long before I came to respect the world into
which I‘d just arrived. Serious birders carry DSLR
cameras, long range scopes, expensive binoculars, a
local field guide, mobile phones with apps, dress in dull
coloured clothing, wear a hat and sturdy shoes and spray
lots of sun screen and insect repellent. But the most
important equipment is patience. Lots of patience. They
might stand in one spot for half an hour in the heat and
humidity peering through binoculars into a heavy foliaged
tree, looking for an Asian Brown Flycatcher that they
know is in there, or suspect to be there. Or they will drive
through jungles and open paddocks for hours and hours
hoping to flush rarities like a Pin-tailed Snipe or a Yellow
Bittern. Or they will walk to remote locations hoping to
catch a glimpse, and I mean a glimpse, of a rare vagrant
that someone else has previously sighted, like the Rosy
Starling. Some call it extreme birding.
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‘There’s one!’ The birder next to me exclaims as I peer
through my binoculars. ‘It’s coming down the channel.’
I lower my binoculars and look around to see where the
rest of the group are looking.
‘There’s another,’ someone on the other side of me says.
‘And another.’
I feel inadequate as everyone else now seemed to
be locked onto the birds. I soon learn that five rare
Saunders’ Terns have landed on sand banks some fifty
metres in front of me.
I eventually sight them
through my binoculars and
make pathetic attempts to
photograph them. The tide is
rushing in and I know I have
limited time to overcome
the strong wind and get my
little point and click camera
to focus. Our group moves
slowly toward the terns and
every ten metres we stop so
photos can be taken. We get
within thirty metres before
they flush, as much because
of the incoming tide as
because of our presence. But
White Terns, Cocos Island (see
the excitement is only just
McMullan
beginning. Soon those five
precious terns are circling
and flying close to our group. They get between us and
a dark cloud as though they want to give us the best
camera shots. They even hover next to us, suspended
on the strong breeze. Sad to say my little point and click
camera is not suited to flying birds and my photos for the
day are miserable.
They say the fun is in the journey and on this day, it
certainly was. We made our way to South Island on
motorised outriggers. We walked through a jungle till
we came to a clearing and then walked out onto the
sand flats as the tide rapidly retreated. As we reached
the location to start looking for the Saunders’ Terns, the
tide turned and began flooding in. Little Black-tipped
Reef Sharks darted around in front and behind us. There
were shorebirds everywhere with at least eight species
frantically foraging for crustaceans before the tide buried
their meals. Soon there wasn’t a grain of sand visible and
we waded back to the opening in the jungle. When we
made it back to where we had left the canoes, we had
a meal, a drink and some of us had a swim. We headed
home to the West Island in the outriggers with our spirits
soaring.
And so, each day was a journey: sitting for hours in the
wetlands, battling mosquitos, waiting for a Common Teal
which is usually there but didn’t appear. Getting up early
to see a cuckoo which will retreat to the jungle soon
after first light. Going to the farm, time and again to look
for the Brown Shrike. Walking and driving. Driving and
walking, trying to flush vagrants. But there were also
fascinating days like the time we took the ferry to Home
Island (and saw a Hawksbill Turtle in the water on the
way) and walked to the ‘Big House’ and its huge garden,
which used to be owned by the Clunies-Ross family. We
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were eager with excitement at the prospect of seeing a
rare vagrant that may have been seen here in the past
like a Chinese Sparrowhawk, an Eye-browed Thrush or a
Black-crowned Night Heron. We learned about the White
Terns which are like policemen as they soar and swoop
in unison to harass birds that may have roosted in their
territory. We did see some new birds: a Dollarbird, a
White-tailed Tropicbird, Barn Swallows and a Western
Reef Egret (which I learned is distinct from the Eastern
Reef Egret) but we had to work hard to get them.
The next day we put on
wet weather gear, took
the ferry to Home Island
and after quite a long walk
to get to the start point,
trudged through a kilometre
of sea water to the next
island to find a Chinese
Pond Heron. It flushed
as we came around the
corner. Nevertheless, we
continued walking around
the edge of the lagoon in
what were exotic, tropical
surroundings. We dipped
on the Common Kingfisher
which had been seen in the
also pp2,40,53). Photo by John wet season, had another
fleeting glimpse of the
Chinese Pond Heron as we
returned, but all in all it was a satisfying day, even if only
for the repartee and scenery.
Each night we headed back to the main bungalow and
discussed the ‘dips’ for birds that we missed and played
a ‘drum roll’ for the successful sightings that the birders
could add to their bird list. For newcomers, the endemics
were an automatic tick: the Green Junglefowl, Whitebreasted Waterhen and the White Tern. There were
plenty of Nankeen Night Herons and Common Noddies.
Among the rare birds that were ticked were the Ediblenest Swiftlet, Chinese Sparrowhawk, Pin-tailed Snipe,
Oriental Cuckoo and Hawk Cuckoo. Very few people have
seen over 800 bird species in Australia and three of those
people were in our tour party. I was told it could cost up
to $2000 for a person to add a single bird to their tally
when they are over 800. I was among distinguished
company.
On our final night, we rounded off our trip with a
delightful dinner at the hotel restaurant and reminisced
on our ‘dips’ and ‘ticks’.

Christmas Island
We then set off to the east on the hour and a half
journey to Christmas Island. The contrast between the
two islands couldn’t have been starker. Cocos Island was
mild, windy and flat. Christmas Island was hot, windless
and undulating. The silence on Cocos Island was eerie.
Christmas Island had a combination of traffic and bird
noise. The Cocos Island birdlife walk and scurry. The
Christmas Island birdlife soars.
It’s a special feeling to arrive at a place where you know
that almost every bird you see is going to be new to you.
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Particularly when you know the birds are as famous as
the Abbott’s, Red-footed and Brown Boobies, the Red
and White-tailed Tropicbirds and the Christmas Island
and Great Frigatebirds. Not only are these birds beautiful
but they are stunning to see in flight. To see a tropicbird
soaring in the air with its long tail trailing behind is
breathtaking. The frigatebirds are large and it’s wonderful
to see them congregate in the sky and then swoop down
and scoop a drink from water holes while still in flight.
It’s a sight I’ll never forget. They fly so close together
that inevitably some bump into each other. Apparently
when they cruise the oceans they look for areas where
the rain has recently fallen and swoop down and scoop
from the top layer to drink fresh water.
We were soon on board three RAV 4’s cruising down
bush paths with our heart in our mouths hoping to flush
vagrants. But apart from a few Common Emerald Doves
wandering aimlessly and Christmas Island Thrushes
posing for photographs, not a lot of excitement was on
offer. That night we staked out a known habitat for the
rare Christmas Island Hawk-Owl. We sat for two hours
but alas eventually abandoned the search, as we were
to do on the next three nights. Sadly, after appearing
religiously for the previous three weeks, it chose not to
be there during our stay.
But our luck was about to change. The Monday was a
public holiday so we didn’t have to put up with huge road
trains flushing the birds and kicking up dust. Early that
morning we had good views of Java Sparrows and on our
bush bashing we flushed a Malayan Night-Heron which
sat for photographs until it was attacked by an annoying
Christmas Island Brown Goshawk. And we saw a Siberian
race of Peregrine Falcon bring down a Christmas Island
Pigeon which was soon worse for wear. But best of all,
from my point of view, we saw a beautiful Cattle Egret
standing on the road. It had a stunning orange-buff
plume on its head and breast. It was breathtaking.
Anyone who hasn’t been to Christmas Island can expect
to add a dozen or so new birds to their list. These would
include the Christmas Island Boobook, Red Junglefowl,
the rare Red-tailed and White-tailed (Golden Bosun)
Tropicbirds, the rare and endangered Abbott’s Booby,
the Great Frigatebird, the endangered Christmas Island
Frigatebird, Christmas Island Imperial Pigeon, Common
Emerald Dove, Christmas Boobook, Christmas Island
Glossy Swiftlet,
Christmas Island
White-Eye and
Island Thrush.
The Christmas
Island land area
is 135 square
kilometres. The
island is covered
by a thick rain
forest and sits
on a rugged
limestone base.
It’s the perfect
camouflage for
vagrants. While
a number of
exciting birds are
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sometimes stumbled upon, like the Blue-winged Pitta, it’s
most likely the majority come and go and never get seen.
Nevertheless, we gave ourselves the maximum chance
to unearth them. We would drive four to five hours a day
up and down unused bush tracks hoping to come across
something. The higher you get on the island the more
it is scarred by excavation and verdant with regrowth.
The good thing about Christmas Island is that it has a
lot of interesting sights that are great for breaking the
monotony.
•

Christmas Island has about a dozen crab species of
which five are found nowhere else. Wherever you go
there are crabs. They are everywhere and some are
massive. The annual migration of the Red Land Crab
has been described by Sir David Attenborough as
one of the ten greatest natural wonders of the world.
The Coconut or Robber Crab is the largest land living
arthropod. They climb trees and have a strong sense
of smell to detect food. Just don’t fall unconscious in
the forest in Christmas Island. Two days later there
will be no trace of you once the Robber Crabs start
their feeding frenzy.

•

There are five substantial viewing platforms
scattered around the islands. This gives a great
opportunity to get a close up look at the tropicbirds
and frigatebirds soaring and the boobies cruising the
coastline, all taking advantage of the thermals. It’s a
photographer’s dream.

•

Fishing, snorkelling, golfing and exploring temples
and cemeteries and other cultural places of interest
are just a few of the attractions. For instance,
Christmas Island was the only Australian territory
occupied by the Japanese during World War Two.
They invaded Christmas Island in March 1942.

‘I want you to walk up there quietly,’ said Richard. ‘Get
your cameras and flashlights ready, we may only get one
chance at this.’
We had positioned ourselves on a road next to the airport
runway. At the end of the road was a quarry. Over the
years, nightjars were known to have been flushed in this
area.
‘I’m going to play two calls. Over the years there have
been two nightjars seen in this area, the Grey Nightjar
and the Savanna Nightjar. It’s unlikely we’ll see either of

Carter’s Swamp, showing its original state before clearing for development and afterwards (see report next
page). Photos by Jane Chambers, Murdoch University
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them but you need to be ready as soon as I play the call.
I’ll play the Grey Nightjar first,’ said Richard.
We quietly walked down to the end of the lane and in the
darkening gloom stopped and waited. The call pierced
the night air. Almost immediately a shadow flew up
from behind the quarry fence line. Everything after this
is a blur in my memory other than hearing numerous
people shouting ‘there it is’ and the fact that the Grey
Nightjar flew over three times. On the third time, it was
caught in a blaze of light and clicking of cameras in a
vain attempt to get a photo. This bird had only ever been
seen twice before on Christmas Island and this was the
fourth Australian record…ever! On each occasion a rare
bird was sighted I shared the exhilaration of the birders.
It was pleasing to see that they had been rewarded for
the hours and hours of careful preparation and patient
searching.
It took a few days for us to have our first bird count, but
when we did, in addition to those that have already been
mentioned, we added the Swinhoe’s Snipe, Asian Koel,
Grey Wagtail, Barn Swallow, Asian Striated Heron and the
Eurasian Tree Sparrow to our lists.
Birding in this region is not for the fainthearted or frugal.
There are only two flights a week and the planes are
notorious for not arriving for a variety of reasons. We
were due to depart Christmas Island on a Saturday but it
was rescheduled for the Sunday because the connecting
flight did not leave Perth. When it did arrive, it was still
two hours late! The airport in Christmas Island is well
above sea level and can be covered in low cloud which
can prevent aeroplanes from landing. They get diverted
to Djakarta. However, for serious birders this is not a
problem. They don’t mind spending the extra time to
track down birds providing it doesn’t clash with another
appointment. There is also the risk that you will arrive
in a year when the wet season is dryer than normal.
The number of vagrant sightings could drop from over
20 to four or five. This should not worry the average
birder because there is still plenty to see. But if you are a
serious birder it would pay to check on the current state
of El Nino in July/August. Vagrants need lots of rain and
northerly winds.
But wherever your interests lay, I can honestly say that
you can’t go wrong if you do it for the love of birds.
John McMullan

GOVERNMENT PROMISE TO SAVE
CARTER’S SWAMP FOR THE BIRDS
HONOURED
Birders shocked by the bulldozing of part of Carter’s
Swamp next to Eric Singleton Bird Sanctuary (see Jane
Chambers’ photos) will be pleased to learn that a preelection promise by the new State Government to match
City of Bayswater’s $1.5 million to purchase the partly
devastated wetland has been honoured. Lot 14, the
disputed area, will be incorporated into existing parks
Western Australian Bird Notes, No. 162 June 2017

and gardens as a nature reserve. Property development
incursions into the bulldozed section will still impact on
the integrity of the wetland, but strenuous efforts by
nearby Environment House based campaigners through
the second half of 2016 seem at this stage to have
resulted in agreements to modify the original property
design to reduce the degree of impact. Time will tell.
Lot 14, together with a contiguous section already
owned by the City, was the more biodiverse section of
a mature Melaleuca rhaphiophylla dominant freshwater
wetland artificially separated from what is now the bird
sanctuary by the Bayswater Brook Main Drain (once
one of the Swan River’s biggest metropolitan polluters).
Named after avid birder, Eric Singleton, who campaigned
over many years to convert what had become a noxious
landfill area into a permanent wetland artificially topped
up each year with bore water, the sanctuary attracted a
good range of water and bush birds for many years until
mounting water restrictions and generally deteriorating
conditions, including escalation of acid sulphate soil
conditions, brought matters to a crisis several years
ago and funding was obtained, with the support of
BirdLife Western Australia, for complete re-engineering
as a wetland filtration system. This, together with
more rigorous water testing through Bayswater Brook
catchment industrial areas in recent years, is already
paying dividends in terms of improved water quality.
Although there is currently significantly greater faunal
diversity on the Carter’s side of the wetland, the wetland
as a whole has the potential to continue to provide an
important element of connectivity in the increasingly
fragmented and threatened wildlife corridor that connects
the hills to the sea along the Swan River.
Penny Lee

Birds snapped on camera
traps on Three Bays Island,
Shark Bay
Three Bays Island (5 ha; 26.5538°S, 113.6476°E) is one
of many small island nature reserves that dot the Shark
Bay World Heritage Area. This picturesque, propellershaped island, with limestone headlands and sandy
beaches in between, still bears the scars of having been
mined for guano in the 1850s. The soil was effectively
removed, leaving limestone pavement, sink holes, piles
of rock material and little perennial woody vegetation.
The other legacy of mining was the arrival of the invasive
House Mouse (Mus musculus).
Eradication works were undertaken in 2010 to remove
house mice from the island and in May 2013 subsequent
surveys were completed to assess the outcome of
the program. A range of detection devices were used,
including nine HyperFire™ PC900 Reconyx camera
traps, set from 6–23 May 2013. The camera traps were
generally positioned in sites out of the view of any
visitors to the island, such as caves and deep crevices,
due to concerns of potential theft. Each camera was
baited with non-toxic cereal rodent baits that were of
little interest to non-target species such as birds.
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Despite efforts to specifically target house mice,
incidental photographs of birds were also captured with
two species new to the island making an appearance. A
Barn Owl was detected in a cave at 9:21 pm on 14 May
2013. This owl triggered the camera several times as
it fed on a small bird with dark primary feathers. What
was probably the same owl triggered the camera again
early the following morning. A similar event of a Barn Owl
feeding on small bird with dark feathers was recorded six
nights later (6:26 pm, 20 May 2013).
The Barn Owl is considered a rare non-breeding visitor
to Shark Bay, but there are a number of records of it
occurring on larger islands with extant small mammal
populations (Baynes 1990; Johnstone et al. 2000;
Storr 1990). Following the successful eradication of
house mice from Three Bays, there is no longer any
of the mammalian prey preferred by these mediumsized raptors available on this small island (Morton and
Martin 1979; Pavey et al. 2008). This, in addition to
the low numbers of pellets located (only three freshly
regurgitated pellets in 17 days), indicates that the island
is not often visited and is likely only one part of a much
larger range within the bay. The two birds photographed
being eaten by the owls may have been Welcome
Swallows, a species that is commonly reported for islands
in Shark Bay. Interestingly, avian prey of any description
has not been a common feature in dietary studies of
Barn Owls (Morton and Martin 1979; Burbidge and Fuller
1999; Pavey et al. 2008).
The other new species of bird captured on camera was
a Common Sandpiper (Actitis hypoleucos), detected on
9 May 2013. The Common Sandpiper is a moderately
common seasonal
visitor to Shark Bay,
but there are few
records of it on smaller
islands (Storr 1990;
Burbidge and Fuller
1999; Johnstone et al.
2000). The remaining
birds recorded on
the cameras traps,
two Silver Gulls
(12 May 2013; also
recorded breeding
in August 2010) and
an Australasian Pipit
(20 May 2013), were
species known to occur
on Three Bays Island
(Burbidge and Fuller
(above) Barn Owl and (below)
1999).
Common Sandpiper, Three Bays
Island, Shark Bay. Photos by
remote camera, Russell Palmer
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Further to the new
species recorded on
camera, one additional
species for the island
was also recorded
during the course
of the eradication.
While searching for
house mouse tracks
and scats in 2010,
an abandoned nest

with seven eggs was found within one of the larger caves
on the island. This nest was identified as belonging to
an Australian Shelduck but no sightings of the birds
themselves were recorded and the nest remained
undisturbed throughout the eradication program.
Although known to occur throughout the Shark Bay
region with records from the nearby Dirk Hartog and
Faure Islands, this species is not a common visitor to
the area (Johnstone et al. 2000). Australian Shelducks
are predominantly seen nesting in tree hollows when
available, but habitat of this kind is certainly limiting
within the Shark Bay area. Alternatively, shelducks will
nest in caves (such as that observed here) and holes in
cliffs along the limestone coastline of Western Australia
(Ron Johnstone, WA Museum, pers. comm.).
The known inventory of birds for Three Bays Island
now stands at 15, and also includes the Australian Pied
Oystercatcher, Caspian Tern, Crested Tern, Osprey,
Silvereye, Pacific Gull, Pied Cormorant, Rock Parrot and
Welcome Swallow (Burbidge and Fuller 1999). Of note,
the Rock Parrot which was described as common in a
1997 survey (Burbidge and Fuller 1999) was only sighted
once during the current project with just two individuals
recorded in February 2011.
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A Year In South-east Innaloo

were seen on all occasions the three species were not
necessarily identified each time.

Introduction

Abstract
Few studies of birds in suburban Perth have been
published and most of the areas investigated have
bushland reserves nearby. South-east Innaloo is very
urban and almost as urban as an area can be. Its birdlife
was surveyed twice a week for almost one year (44
weeks) from April 2016 to March 2017, except for the
months of August and September 2016. Resident species
would have continued to occupy the area for those
months.
Twenty-nine species were recorded, of which 13 are
resident, eight were seen intermittently and eight are
vagrants. The Willie Wagtail and Singing Honeyeater were
the only small Passerines resident and though corellas

The study area is defined as that bounded by
Scarborough Beach Road, Odin Road, Cedric Street
and Ellen Stirling Boulevard, and is about 47 ha in
extent. It includes the La Grange-Dongara Reserve of
about 2.8 ha which is grassed overall but has native
eucalypts, melaleuca and casuarina trees and bottlebrush
(Callistemon cultivars) around its perimeter. A stand
of eucalypts and bottlebrush lines Cedric Street and a
grassy reserve of about 3200 square metres lines the
boulevard.
There are only a few vacant lots and a small area of
wasteland, none of which support any birdlife. Large
shopping precincts occupy the south-eastern corner

Table 1. Bird species recorded in Innaloo, listed in order of decreasing frequency of occurrence.
Species

Frequency of
occurrence

Comments

Australian White Ibis

100%

Small numbers usually, but up to 10. Forages over some lawns; scavenges
foodstuffs.

Laughing Dove

100%

Common. Small numbers up to small groups. Generally distributed.

Spotted Dove

100%

Uncommon. Small numbers. Generally distributed, but favours areas with palm
trees.

Rainbow Lorikeet

100%

Common. Pairs, small numbers, small flocks. Generally distributed. Arboreal.

Corellas (Little, Western,
Eastern Long-billed)

Small numbers, groups, small flocks up to 50 or so. The long-billed species digs
into lawns and all three species forage for seeds in trees.

Magpie-lark

100%

Uncommon. Singles, pairs. Generally distributed.

Red Wattlebird

100%

Common. Singles, pairs, small numbers. Generally distributed. Arboreal.

Singing Honeyeater

100%

Common. Singles, pairs, small groups sometimes. Generally distributed.

Australian Magpie

100%

Uncommon. A few pairs in the area. Generally distributed on grassy areas.

Australian Raven

100%

Uncommon. Small numbers generally but up to six. Favours the shopping precincts.

Willie Wagtail

100%

Uncommon. Singles, pairs. Generally distributed. Perhaps three or four pairs in the
area.

Galah

84%

Common. Small numbers, small groups, up to a flock of 15. Roams widely.

Grey Butcherbird

84%

Rare. Perhaps one or two pairs in the area.

Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike

45%

Uncommon, occasionally seen. A juvenile on 25/1/2017.

Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo

43%

Uncommon. Small numbers, small flocks up to a flock of 50 or so.

Red-tailed Black-Cockatoo

11%

Rare. Ten birds on 27/11/2016; four on 4/12/2016; two on 18/12/2016. Also heard
calling on 11/12/2016 and 28/12/2016. All the birds seen were heading westwards
in the early morning.

Laughing Kookaburra

11%

Very rare. Singles, pairs.

Australian Shelduck

7%

Vagrant. A pair on a grassy reserve on 23 and 26/6/2016 and on 7/7/2016.

Striated Pardalote

7%

Vagrant. Heard calling from outside the area on 6, 9 and 17/11/2016.

Rock Dove

5%

Status unknown. Four birds on 23/4/2016 and five on 12/5/2016. Shopping
precincts only.

Pacific Black Duck

2%

Vagrant. A pair on the front lawn of a house on 5/8/2016.

Brown Honeyeater

2%

Vagrant locally, but often heard calling from north-east of the area.

New Holland Honeyeater

2%

Vagrant locally, but occasionally heard calling from north-east of the area.

Rainbow Bee-eater

2%

Vagrant. One heard calling on 6/7/2016.

Swamp Harrier

2%

Vagrant. One flying overhead on 28/12/2016.

Straw-necked Ibis

2%

Vagrant. A group of 11 flying overhead on12/2/2017.

Great Egret

2%

Vagrant. One flying overhead on 4/12/2016.
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and other facilities line Scarborough Beach Road. The
remainder is urban housing and apartments and the older
housing is being replaced by infill, which further reduces
the extent of lawns, gardens and shrubs. The area is
sprinkled with native and exotic trees, bushes and shrubs
in the streets and gardens, such as the latter are, and
lawn borders the streets and fronts much of the housing.
There are no bushland reserves or remnants but there
are stands of eucalypts to the north-east and east of the
area.

Methods
Observations were made twice a week in all the internal
streets from a mobility scooter travelling at walking pace.
Observing from the scooter was not as satisfactory as
when walking but was mostly adequate. Binoculars were
not used or needed except for specific identification of
the corellas. Observing began half-an-hour after sunrise
and continued for one and a quarter to one and a half
hours. Frequency of occurrence (FO) is the percentage
of weeks that a species was recorded and the residents
were recorded on nearly all surveys and each week.

Results
Twenty-nine species were recorded, listed here in order
of decreasing frequency of occurrence.

present) are nine large ground-feeders and two arboreal
ones (Rainbow Lorikeet and Red Wattlebird). The other
species vary in occurrence from usually observed,
to casual, to vagrant. The Australian White Ibis was
observed foraging or scavenging on the ground but
undoubtedly comes from and retires to Herdsman’s Lake,
2 km distant to the south-east.
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Discussion
Perhaps because the area is so urbanised and includes
only moderate amounts of vegetation, the number of
landbird species recorded (24 spp.) is less than recorded
by Stranger (2001) for a similarly urbanised area at
Maylands (29 spp.), much less than Abbott (2009) at
West Leederville (35 spp.) and less than Abbott and
Barrett (2016) for West Leederville (30 spp.) and North
Perth (34 spp.).
Stranger's study was conducted over six years, 19952000, Abbott’s (2009) intermittent study over 30 years,
1977-2007, and Abbott’s and Barrett’s (2016) study
spanned four years, 2011-2014.
South-east Innaloo supports only two small passerines,
the Willie Wagtail and Singing Honeyeater, both being
resident, with the Brown and New Holland Honeyeater
being vagrants. Stranger
(2001) lists eight small
passerines, Abbott (2009)
lists seven, and Abbott and
Barrett (2016) list eight in
both their localities. The
paucity of small passerines
in south-east Innaloo
may be due to several
factors, with the most
important ones likely to be
insufficient or unfavourable
vegetation (habitat) and
the aggressiveness of the
Singing Honeyeater, which
may deter or repel them
(pers. obs.).
The other species resident
(or, at least, always
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EASTERN CURLEW DISTRIBUTION
IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA—PART 4:
the Kimberley region
The Eastern Curlew, Numenius madagascariensis, is
now recognised as Critically Endangered under the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999 (EPBC Act), partly because the population reaching
Australia has more than halved since the 1980s (Vine
and Weller 2015). A general overview of the distribution
of Eastern Curlew from the south-west of Western
Australia to the Pilbara has been provided elsewhere
(Singor 2016a, b, 2017; Lane 2016), while the current
contribution covers the Kimberley region in northern
Western Australia.

Eastern Curlew, Buffalo Creek. Photo by Danny McCreadie

Roebuck Bay and Eighty Mile
Beach support the bulk of
Western Australia’s Eastern
Curlew population, and are
internationally important
sites for the species
(Bamford et al. 2008).
Outside these locations,
they can be found along
the Kimberley coastline, at
estuaries and on a few off
shore islands. Most sightings
north of Broome involve
groups of less than ten
birds. The Eastern Curlew
population of north-western
Australia seems reasonably
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stable at present. In the following account, highest
numbers are recorded between parentheses.

Survey methods
Shorebird counts were initiated in Roebuck Bay in the
early 1980s, but it was only in 2004 that it became
conventional practice to carry out surveys in October to
December.
All the counts are carried out on very similar tides
at exactly the same sites and often with the same
observers. Eastern Curlews stand out due to their size
and ease of identification therefore providing reliable
counts for this species.
The Australasian Wader Studies Group (AWSG) has been
conducting surveys of shorebirds that predominately
stage in the Yellow Sea on northward and southward
migration. These are referred to as MYSMA surveys.
(MYSMA = Monitoring Yellow Sea Migrants in Australia.)
The most comprehensive surveys have been conducted
since 2004 on a tri-annual basis and cover Roebuck Bay,
Bush Point and Eighty Mile Beach. Three surveys are
held each year: one in winter (second half of June or
the first half of July) and two in summer (both between
late October and mid-December). In most years a large
subset of the coast is monitored: a 60 km stretch of
Eighty Mile Beach, Bush Point (the only accessible roost
in the southern half of Roebuck Bay), and the northern
shores of Roebuck Bay. Collectively Bush Point and the
northern shores are considered a complete count of
Roebuck Bay. The surveys at Eighty Mile Beach start at
the Anna Plains entrance track to the beach and extend
60 km south. There is about 20 km of Eighty Mile Beach
between Cape Missiessy and the Anna Plains beach
entrance that is sometimes counted.
For analysis purposes, out of the two summer surveys
conducted the one with the highest count was selected.
The summer population of the Eastern Curlew is nearly
equally distributed between Roebuck Bay and Eighty Mile
Beach. A complete coastal count from the southern end

of Eighty Mile Beach to halfway up the Dampier Peninsula
produced about 1593 Eastern Curlews in November
2015. That is the highest recent count (D. Rogers, pers.
comments).

Broome
In Western Australia, Roebuck Bay and Eighty Mile Beach
accommodate the largest Eastern Curlew populations.
Numbers reach in the hundreds.
1. Roebuck Bay, Bush Point
Summer population (October-December)
The survey results covering 2004-2016 show that over
summer Roebuck Bay including Bush Point supports
60% of the local Eastern Curlew population. The average
summer population for Roebuck Bay and Bush Point was
626 Eastern Curlews over the 13 years of surveys (Figure
1). The average Eastern Curlew summer population
covering the three sites; Eighty Mile Beach, Roebuck
Bay and Bush Point was 999 (Figure 3). The last three
summer surveys (2014, 2015, 2016) covering Eighty Mile
Beach, Roebuck Bay and Bush Point have resulted in a
higher than average count of 1244.
Winter population (June, July)
The austral winter survey data from MYSMA covers the
years 2005 to 2016. The results show that during the
austral winter 75% of the Eastern Curlew population
resides at Roebuck Bay and the largest numbers
congregate at the Bush Point roosting site. The average
winter population for Roebuck Bay and Bush Point was
365 over 12 years.
The average winter population of Eastern Curlews for
Eighty Mile Beach, Roebuck Bay and Bush Point was
486. This number represents just under half (48%) of
the summer population for these three sites. Consistent
high counts come from Bush Point over the austral winter
period. The highest counts available are 783 on 23 July
2005 and 584 on 17 July 2007.

Figure 1. Maximum summer counts from Roebuck Bay and Bush Point for
years 2004-2016. (Data from the MYSMA surveys of the Australasian Wader
Studies Group.)

2. Eighty Mile Beach
Summer population (OctoberDecember)
The survey results covering 20042016 show that over summer Eighty
Mile Beach supports 40% of the
local Eastern Curlew population. The
average summer population for Eighty
Mile Beach was 395 Eastern Curlew
over the 13 years of surveys (Figure
2).
Complete ground counts of Eighty
Mile Beach were first managed in the
late 1990s, and there have been five
complete ground surveys—in October
1998, November 2001, July 2003,
December 2008 and November 2015.
Results from the complete counts that
covered the whole length of Eighty
Mile Beach from Cape Missiessy
to Cape Keraudren (225 km) were
709 Eastern Curlews recorded on
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Figure 2. Maximum summer counts from Eighty Mile Beach for years 20042016. (Data from the MYSMA surveys of the Australasian Wader Studies
Group.)

Winter population (June, July)
The austral winter survey data from
MYSMA covers the years 2005 to
2016. The results show that during
the austral winter 25% of the
Eastern Curlew population resides at
Eighty Mile Beach, much less than
over summer. The average winter
population for Eighty Mile Beach was
120 Eastern Curlews over the 12 years
of survey. The average Eastern Curlew
winter survey population covering
Eighty Mile Beach, Roebuck Bay and
Bush Point was 486 (Figure 4).

Derby

Figure 3. Combined summer counts from all three sites: Eighty Mile Beach,
Roebuck Bay and Bush Point for years 2004-2016. (Data from the MYSMA
surveys of the Australasian Wader Studies Group.)

17/18 October 1998; 552 on 12/13 November 2001;
423 December 2008; and 930 in November 2015.
These surveys showed that shorebird distribution is not
consistent along all of Eighty Mile Beach. Some species
are quite uniformly spread, but others occur in high
densities along particular stretches of beach (differing
between species) (Rogers et al. 2011). The Eastern
Curlew is fairly evenly distributed along Eighty Mile
Beach. There are sections where higher concentrations
were found but this tends to vary from year to year.
Segments of Eighty Mile Beach where high concentrations
of Eastern Curlews were found are between the 20-30
km and 45-55 km sections, south of Anna Plains beach
entrance.
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Derby is located in the southern
part of King Sound. Eastern Curlew
sightings have been reported from
Derby Jetty (2), Doctors Creek north
of Derby (108), tidal mudflats to the
east of Derby (50) in 1986, at Point
Torment (30) north of Derby in July
2004, Cygnet Bay (11) and at Cape
Leveque (11) in 2016. In November
1997 the East and West arms of the
Doctors Creek system were surveyed
over a five day period (3 November
to 7 November 1997) (Hassell 1997).
A total of 108 Eastern Curlews were
observed. Doctors Creek is located
between Derby and Point Torment,
entrance at Christine Point and
approximately 13 km from Derby
Wharf.

Historical records from Point Torment,
which is about 30 km north of Derby,
indicate there were higher numbers in
the past and might be the first record
of Eastern Curlew departing. J. P.
Rogers (cited in Mathews 1913-14)
recounted that Eastern Curlews were
common at Derby, being in parties
of two up to 12 birds. He went on to
say “They were usually seen on the
beach. Early in March, 1911, at Point
Torment north of Derby, many single
birds were seen, and by the 20th of
the month they were noticed in small
flocks. At [sundown] on that day eight birds flew along
the beach towards the open sea, they were in a line
and at equal distance apart and high up. They travelled
straight down the sound until they were out of sight…
By March 27th hundreds were seen at Point Torment
and they were not so wild as in December, January, and
February, in which months there were only a few about,
which appeared to be the resident birds of this locality, as
they were always in the same place and got to know me
and kept far out of gunshot.”
Between Derby and Wyndham Eastern Curlews have
been seen at Walcott Inlet (6), Prince Regent River (P),
Roe River (14), Mitchell River (P), Port Warrender (32),
Western Australian Bird Notes, No. 162 June 2017
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Figure 4. Maximum winter counts from Eighty Mile Beach, Roebuck Bay
and Bush Point for years 2005-2016. (Data from the MYSMA surveys of the
Australasian Wader Studies Group.)

Sunday Island (present); Adele Island
(57 ); Montgomery Island (15);
Mulgudna Island (27 ); Troughton
Island (15 ); Reveley Island (1);
Pelican Island (6); Bonaparte
Archipelago (1).
Some islands are visited more often
than others and therefore have a
larger range of data available. Adele
Island is located north of King Sound
and a maximum of 57 birds was
recorded there in November 2004.
Records come from the months May,
June, July, September and November.
Records of West Island, part of the
Lacepede Islands, cover the months
April, May, June, August, September,
October and December, with 15-30
birds recorded in most counts.

Inland sightings

Lawley River (2), Walsh Point (2), Drysdale River (70)
and Pentecost River (1).
Aerial surveys conducted of the entire mainland
Kimberley coastline in 1980 and 2008 did not reveal any
major shorebird concentration besides Roebuck Bay and
Eighty Mile Beach (Rogers et al. 2011). Nevertheless
accessibility and remoteness of the expansive Kimberley
coastline mean that many sections have not been closely
scrutinised.

Wyndham
Wyndham is located at the base of Cambridge Gulf where
there are many large inlets and river estuaries. Eastern
Curlews have been reported from Wyndham Port (1),
Wyndham Wharf (5), Wyndham Causeway marshes (1),
Thompson River (11) and Lower Ord River (5). A few
sightings come from nearby King River flats and the West
Arm of Cambridge Gulf. There are June observations from
Kalumburu (10).

Off shore islands

There has been a sighting by Broome
Bird Observatory staff of an Eastern
Curlew at Collins Lagoon which is
60 km inland from Roebuck Bay in
October and November 2016. It is
exceptional to see this species so far from the coast.
Another Eastern Curlew was flushed from flooded
grassland on Roebuck Plains by Nigel Jackett in February
2017, and reported on E-bird Australia.

Flagging
Since 1991 some Eastern Curlews in north-west Australia
have been fitted with yellow leg-flags on the right tibia.
These were replaced with engraved yellow leg-flags
(ELF) from May 2005. The following notes, and the data
in Table 1, are based on data extracted from the AWSG
database on 20 April 2017.
Banding results have shown that Eastern Curlew display
strong site fidelity (Table 1). Banding conducted at the
beaches at Crab Creek Road, Roebuck Bay, Broome and
recoveries made at the same site show that near 20
Eastern Curlews returned to exactly the same location
where they were originally banded. The longest period
between banding and recovery is over 15 years.

Some case histories of the time elapsed between flagging
and recovery include an Eastern Curlew flagged at
Broome on 26 July 1991 and recovered at Broome on
21 November 2006 (15+ years); another banded on 29
October 2001 was trapped on 22 February 2016 (14+
years); one banded on 18 November 2002 was caught
on 22 February 2016 (13+
years).
Table 1. Site fidelity of eastern Curlews at Roebuck Bay through annual sightings of
Eight sightings of Eastern
engraved leg-flags (from AWSG database).
Curlew flagged in northELF
Sighted
Sighted
Sighted
Sighted
Sighted
west Australia have been
U3
7 Oct 2014
31 Oct 2014
9 Dec 2014
17 Sep 2015 29 Oct 2016
at Carnarvon, Western
U7
13 Dec 2014 19 Jan 2015
27 Sep 2015 11 Dec 2015 17 Aug 2016
Australia, 1080 km southU8
1 Sep 2014
27 Sep 2015 6 Mar 2016
18 Aug 2016 24 Aug 2016
west of the banding site.
W1
13 Dec 2014 27 Sep 2015
19 Dec 2015 25 Aug 2016
These sightings were
made between 11 July and
W2
13 Dec 2014 17 Sep 2015 11 Dec 2015 22 Feb 2016
25 Aug 2016
The far northern coastline is scattered with chains of
islands, some large, some small. The Eastern Curlew
has been reported on many off shore islands along the
Kimberley coast, including West Lacepede Island (32 );
Middle Lacepede Island (present); Packer Island (1);
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7 October 2005 during the inbound migration period and
two sightings involved the observation of two separate
Eastern Curlews with flags (Minton et al. 2011).
There is one sighting of a yellow flagged Eastern Curlew
from Victoria. This bird was reported in early September
2012 at Inverloch Victoria. There have been no Eastern
Curlew sightings with yellow leg-flags in the Northern
Territory or other States.

Migration cycle
The return migration of Eastern Curlew is first noticeable
in Australia by an increase in numbers in both northern
and south-east Australia in late July, and particularly,
during the first two weeks of August. Numbers have
peaked in north-west Australia by mid-September but
continue to increase until early November in Victoria
(Minton et al. 2011). For example, Chris Hassell observed
a large flock of 600 on 6 September 1997 at Roebuck Bay

(Boiler Point). A concentration of Eastern Curlew in those
numbers is rare.
Eastern Curlews tend to migrate at night, so the
departure data are not complete as the size of departing
flocks cannot be established. Though Eastern Curlew
migration commences from the first week in March the
peak departure occurs during the third and fourth week
in March.
Northward migration counts and observations of
departing migrants in Australia suggest that the typical
date of the first major northward departures from both
Victoria and north-west Western Australia is around the
7th March (Minton et al. 2011).

Staff at Broome Bird Observatory conduct an annual
migration watch that generally commences with the
first noted flyover (usually at night) of Eastern Curlews
and this varies between the first and second week of
March each year. Visible migration has been monitored
at Broome Bird Observatory since
1990 and provides some interesting
information.
Figure 5. Visible migration departure numbers of Eastern Curlew for the
months March and April (1990, 1993 to 2015), based on data from the daily
A substantial percentage of the
log at Broome Bird Observatory.
Eastern Curlew population will depart
on some days, for example, 400 left
on 30 March 2003, 400 on 31 March
2007 and 351 on 19 March 2012.
The migration watch is held during
March and April. A total of 614
Eastern Curlews were seen departing
during those two months in 1996,
741 in 2003, 600 in 2007 and 558 in
2012.
The results of the visible departure
data covering the years 1990, 1993 to
2015 are shown in Figure 5.
Broome Bird Observatory maintains
a daily log of shorebird sightings that
are made in Roebuck Bay. These
records give a good indication of
the size and migration cycle of the
Eastern Curlew population present
Figure 6. Cumulative monthly totals of Eastern Curlew at Roebuck Bay, 1989 in Roebuck Bay on any given day.
Data for 12 years were analysed and
-2003, based on data from the daily log at Broome Bird Observatory.
covered the years 1989, 1990, 19932001 and 2003 (Figure 6).
Only those years for which complete
data were available were included.
Eastern Curlew observations made
outside Roebuck Bay were not
considered. The population peaks over
the months August, September and
October.
All overseas sightings (12) of Eastern
Curlew flagged in north-west Australia
have so far been in South Korea and
China with none in Japan. This pattern
differs from birds that are flagged
in eastern Australia where there is
a large contingent of sightings from
Japan. This suggests that Eastern
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Curlews migrating to Australia might originate from two
separate population sources (Minton et al. 2011).

Discussion
Shorebird surveys are held between late October and
mid-December at Roebuck Bay and Eighty Mile Beach.
These do not coincide with the peak migration period for
Eastern Curlew which is in September and this may result
in a lower overall population count. Peak migration times
vary among shorebirds and Eastern Curlew is one of the
first to arrive.
As noted by Bamford et al. (2008), Eastern Curlew
numbers at Roebuck Bay don’t reach the same numbers
during outbound migration as on the inward migration
and this might be attributable to a percentage of birds
migrating directly from their March coastal locations in
other parts of Australia. Eastern Curlew flocks that depart
at night are not counted.
When comparing population numbers of Eastern Curlew
at Roebuck Bay with past records a decline in numbers
is evident but this is not as dramatic as in the eastern
states population. Counts in excess of 1000 Eastern
Curlews in north-west Australia are rare. One of the first
counts conducted covering Eighty Mile Beach and the
beaches up to and including Roebuck Bay was held on
31 August 1981 and resulted in 1010 Eastern Curlews.
Roebuck Bay held 2160 Eastern Curlews in September
1982 and by mid-November this number had dropped to
960 (Blakers et al. 1984).
The Kimberley region is sparse in known suitable
shorebird habitat. There are some austral winter
observations of small flocks at estuaries. It is possible
that a portion of the non-migratory Eastern Curlew
population moves to the Northern Territory where an
influx of Eastern Curlews has been recorded over June
and July (Chatto 2003).
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What is that masked bird?
Since early March this year, an owl has been screeching
at night while flying over the house of my birding buddy
Steve Castan in Kilcarnup, between Margaret River and
Prevelly on the Leeuwin-Naturaliste Ridge. In the hope
of sharing a Barn Owl with his Facebook followers (as
Estebanthenatureman), Steve started keeping the same
hours as the owl and playing Barn Owl calls with no
response. Discussion with other birders such as Victorian
owl specialist James Mustafa made us think to play
Masked Owl calls. Steve managed to record a close-by
call of a responding bird and on the night of 1 April, he
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had a close encounter that confirmed our identification.
The bird was calling from within woodland that has been
subdivided into large ‘lifestyle’ lots. In response to playback, a large Masked Owl flew into trees on the street
verge and posed for photographs.
Since that sighting, we have been carrying out targeted
searches for Masked Owls in the Margaret River area and
have now located and photographed five birds at five
locations, all 3 km or more from the nearest other site.
Two are females and three males, based on size. We are
confident that these are different birds, as they have
distinctive facial features, and we are confident that one
of the females has been recorded on two occasions at
sites 1 km apart. We suspect that there has been more
than one bird in the locality on two occasions but have
yet to confirm a pair at any of the sites.
Little is known about the current distribution and status
of the Masked Owl (Tyto novaehollandiae , subspecies
novaehollandiae) in the south-west of Western Australia.
Judging from Johnstone and Storr (1998), the species is
locally common in the deep south-west around Karridale
and Manjimup but generally uncommon. Almost nothing
is known about its breeding and movements although
some breeding does occur in the region and there is
obviously some autumn-winter wandering northwards
and north-eastwards. There is apparently some breeding
in the Margaret River area as a bird was flushed several
times from a hollow in road verge vegetation some years
ago and breeding is also recorded from near Lake Muir
(R. E. Johnstone, pers. comm.)
So our sightings accord well with Western Australian
Museum records but our high success in locating birds
belies the poverty of records and other information on
this population. In asking around, we have found that
many Margaret River residents have seen “large white
owls” at night when driving, as have we. That we and
others have not communicated these sightings appears to
be because we have assumed these to be Barn Owls and
that their presence is not remarkable. In fact, occurrence

Masked Owl, Margaret River. Photos by Steven Castan
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of Barn Owls in the extreme south-west is as much or
more remarkable than Masked Owls. Johnstone and Storr
(1998) describe the distribution of Barn Owls as “Much of
the State but not Great Victoria Desert or far south-west
(i.e. south of Dunsborough and Bridgetown and west of
Elleker)”. Their habitat is “lightly wooded or cavernous
treeless country. Attracted to irruptions of house mouse
in wheat-belt”. Barn Owls may have penetrated into the
southwest since 1998 as have a number of other bird
species of more open country and there are likely to
be movements to the coast following population build
up associated with mice irruptions to the east. Our
observations suggest that most sightings of a Tyto owl
in our district are of our little known forest specialist, the
Masked Owl, hiding in plain sight.
Holland (2008), when researching other owl species,
noted that Masked Owls remained elusive in East
Gippsland until it took only “a few nights of playback
and trapping for us to realise that the forests also held
a considerable population of Masked Owls”. “I had long
realised that there were a few Masked Owls in the forests
but was quite unprepared to find that there was one
within earshot at almost half the sites where we tried.
Time and again we found that it took only a few minutes
of Masked Owl playback before a bird replied. Sometimes
we heard a distant scream but more often it was a
weird chattering cackle, a call unique to the Masked
Owl, sounding from the treetops right behind us”. This
is similar to our experience although with a somewhat
lesser success rate.
In eastern Australia, Masked Owls have large home
ranges of 1000 ha to 3000 ha (Todd 2006; Holland 2008)
but this is generally not of unbroken forest. Although
they roost and nest in heavy forest, they generally
hunt over nearby open woodland and farmland, and
this is consistent with our experience. We suggest that
Masked Owls may occur in south-west Western Australia
wherever there is open ground plus forest with sufficient
old growth trees to provide nest hollows. There is no
information on their diet in south-west Western Australia
(Johnstone and Storr 1998)
but in eastern Australia they
are a perch-feeder that preys
on scansorial (climbing) and
terrestrial small and mediumsized mammals (Todd 2006).
Although larger than the Barn
Owl, with formidable talons,
their prey is generally smaller
than the ‘critical range’ of fauna
that has succumbed to cat and
fox predation, and includes the
introduced Black Rat.
Ron Johnstone has encouraged
us to continue our investigations,
noting that “We have very little
recent information on Masked
Owls so any data you get will
be very useful. See if you can
locate breeding hollows and we
may be able to check these for
breeding data and food remains.”
We see potential for focussing
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on the Masked Owl as a ‘flagship’ species for a diversity
of wildlife that requires retention of large areas of
connected, old-growth habitat within a landscape that is
also utilised for agriculture and dwellings (Todd 2006).
We would appreciate receiving past and on-going reports
of Masked Owl records from the Margaret River region
and elsewhere in the forested south-west. We will submit
our records to DPaW’s NatureMap database. All fresh
road-kills should be collected, frozen and taken to Ron
Johnstone at the WA Museum, where data on the birds,
their diet, genetics, and pesticide levels can potentially
be recovered.
References
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Boyd Wykes
Editors’ note: As noted in BirdLife WA’s code of ethics
(BirdLife Western Australia 2014), the use of call
playback is not encouraged as a routine method of
attracting birds and should not be used at all during the
nesting season when birds may be called off incubation
duties, or even abandon the nest altogether. This is
particularly important in areas of high visitation by
birders where call playback by other birders may well
have occurred in the recent past. In this case, Steve
and Boyd have used playback in a responsible way to
document and report on previously unknown occurrences
of this little known species in south-western Australia.

A number of adaptations allow cuckoos to achieve their
goal. Many have evolved mimetic or cryptic eggs with
which to fool their hosts. Horsfield’s Bronze-Cuckoos lay
white eggs spotted with brown, which are very hard to
pick in a clutch of wren’s or thornbill’s eggs; and Shining
Bronze-Cuckoos lay bronzen eggs which are incredibly
difficult to see inside the dark enclosed nest of a Yellowrumped Thornbill. This means that the hosts may not
even be aware that there is a cuckoo egg in their nest,
especially as the cuckoo nearly always removes a host
egg when she lays her own (as in the video frame
above).
After the cuckoo chick hatches (which is usually before
the host eggs hatch as the cuckoo egg has a shorter
incubation period), it performs one of the wonders of
the natural world. It heaves the host chicks and any
unhatched eggs out of the nest. What human newborn
babe could hoist its twin up the side of the bassinette
and over the top? With all competition out of the way
the cuckoo can now enjoy the full attention of its host
parents.
As the young cuckoo grows, its larger size and incessant
begging calls trick the host parents into bringing it as
much food as they would have provided to a whole brood
of their own offspring.
What amazing birds…

Lesley Brooker

Reference
BirdLife Western Australia (2014). Birdwatcher’s code of
ethics. Western Australian Bird Notes 151, 40.

Naturethoughts 1.1
(Reproduced from LinkedIn (https://www.linkedin.com/
pulse/naturethoughts-11-lesley-brooker). Go to the
LinkedIn site to see extra photos, and to YouTube at
https://youtu.be/M98oMH6BaPc to see an amazing video
of a cuckoo at a fairy-wren nest.)
Cuckoos are brood parasites—birds that lay their eggs
in the nests of other species and leave the care of their
offspring to the host birds. Considerable animus from
the human population is directed toward these and other
types of parasites when, in reality, brood parasitism is a
very clever evolutionary strategy aimed at maximising
the cuckoo’s reproductive output. In fact, the host birds
are not really harmed as they can live to breed another
day.
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Crossword No. 31
CLUES

by Pam Agar
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Discover Albany’s birds,
beaches, walks and wildflowers.

ACROSS
4. Leg parts.
7. Sum of what is known.
9. Feeds by darting to ground and back to perch.
11. Nocturnal bird of prey.
12. To consume.
13. Wader sightings may be better if it’s low.
14. Common to all birds.
17. Common haunt of little cormorants.
18. Generic name of a group of herons and egrets.
19. To lay water-weeds over eggs.
21. Work to be done.
22. Not preferred soil for a Rainbow Bee-eater.
23. Underdeveloped sense in birds.
24. A fledgling often…awkwardly.
24. To spend a whole day in a hide may be to…it.
25. Attribute of Emu eggs.
26. Not applicable to bush-camping birders.
28. Agitate.
29. Part of scientific name of hawk-owls.
DOWN
1.
2.
3.
5.
6
7
8
10.
15.
16
20.
22.
24.
25.
27.

Shedding of feathers.
Bill form of godwits and snipe.
Boundary.
Dark-coloured duck.
May be critical for survival of a species.
Migratory wader.
Set up on a permanent basis.
Skill with binoculars may be more important than this.
Active during the day.
Song by both male and female together.
Parrot of woodlands.
V-shaped mark.
Arctic duck, once valued for down.
Records are more valuable if collected.
Method of communication.

See page 53 for Answers

3 brm olde worlde s/c
holiday accom situated
on the banks of Oyster Harbour,
on the outskirts of Albany.
Just like Grandma’s place!
Close to King & Kalgan Rivers,
amazing beaches, national parks,
walks & wildflowers.
Free WiFi and starter b/fast included.
Ph 08 9844 7744 or 0448 835 774
www.stayz.com.au/148040

A Bird Lovers’ Paradise.
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Pink-eared Duck, Bibra Lake (see report, p41). Photo by
John McMullan
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Notices
Western Australian Bird Notes —
increase in subscription rates

At the BirdLife Western Australia
Executive Committee meeting on 23
January 2017 and announced at the BWA
AGM in February, it was agreed that the
subscription for Western Australian Bird
Notes (WABN) would increase by $4.00 for
each category.
This will take effect from 1 July 2017.
Frank O’Connor, Hon Treasurer

Do we have an email address
for you?
As an organisation BirdLife Australia’s preferred
method of regular communication with our
members is electronically, a better option
financially and environmentally. Here in Western
Australia along with WA Bird Notes we produce
two electronic newsletters each month. These
include our upcoming walks, campouts, classes
and meetings as well as volunteer opportunities
and events of interest from other organisations.
Our records show that currently around 80% of
our members have provided us with an email
address. If you have an email address and
haven’t previously provided this to BirdLife, we
would be grateful if you can send it through to
membership@birdlife.org.au. If any other details
such as your address or phone number has
changed please let us know so that we can keep
our records up-to-date.
Please be assured that you will be able to
unsubscribe at any time if you don’t want to
receive emails. If you have any concerns about
providing an email address or how it may be used
please call our Office Manager, Annette Park,
on (08) 9383 7749, Monday to Thursday during
office hours.
Thank you.
Annette Park, Office Manager
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WA
Members’
monthly
meeting
A volunteer is needed to select,
contact and organise the program
for the speakers at each month’s
meeting.
This is NOT a task that takes a lot
of time but needs to be prepared in
time to go in each edition of WABN
If you could help BirdLife by taking
responsibility for this task, please
contact Sue Mather:
suzannemather@bigpond.com
or 0407 896 416
Sunday 16 July-Friday 28 July:
Rangeland Survey Campout,
Bulga Downs Station—
Sandstone Caravan Park
Research surveys on Bulga Downs, Mt Forrest and
Dandaraga Stations beginning with first evening
meeting at Bulga Downs Homestead, 50 km south
of Sandstone. Project carried out in association
with research officers of the Department of Parks
and Wildlife. Camping area shearing quarters at
Bulga Downs has toilets and hot showers and
Sandstone Caravan Park has a complete set of
facilities. Both have been booked for all those
already signed up for excursion. Late-joining
participants possible.
For members and guest only.
Leaders: John and Ruth Luyer, Roger and Cheryl
McCallum, Ed and Alyson Paull, David and
Roma Bell
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Ornithological Society
of New Zealand

Ninth Biennial Australasian
Ornithological Conference
BIRDLIFE WESTERN
AUSTRALIA (BWA)
is offering
Postgraduate Student
Sponsorship
to assist attendance at the AOC
in Geelong, Victoria,
8-11 November 2017
Two sponsorships of $500 each
are offered for Western Australian
postgraduate students.
These will be allocated on the basis
of the merit, quality and relevance of
submitted abstracts. The cut off date for
the submission of abstracts is 30th June
2017.
BWA will notify successful applicants
by email or post by 31st July 2017.
Funding of $500 will then be forwarded
and acknowledged to these people at
the AOC2017.
The conditions of this sponsorship are
that applicants:

New WA members
The following WA people joined BirdLife Australia during the
period 10 February to 28 Apr 2017:
B Ahern, S Anderson, H Beswick, J Bull, L Calautti, B Cannell,
N Casal, N Chinna, H Cox, M Dufall, A Goodram, K Greenop,
C Head, J Hill, R Hill, J Holmes, I Howell, C Howlett, J Inglis,
S Jenkinson, L Jurevic, D Knapp, J Lane, J Lane, F Leverington,
J Mars, B Mclennan, J Morhall, C Olney, M Patoir, J Pattinson,
T Prout, M Radestock, M Radestock, P St Clair-Baker, G Strong,
T H Tan, S Taylor, L Thomson, J Tod, J Traylen, G Vine, J Vine,
E Walker, M Walker, G West and B Wojcik
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•

Are enrolled for a postgraduate
degree that is relevant to
ornithology

•

Are studying in Western
Australia

•

Have registered to attend the
AOC2017 for at least one day

•

Are prepared to present a
paper at this conference

•

Have not received any other
subsidy or grant to attend the
AOC2017
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Country branches
ALBANY BRANCH
Excursion reports
Lake Powell / Torbay Hall, 14 February
Our visit to Lake Powell proved rather disappointing
with low numbers of waterbirds present. Black Swan,
Australian Shelduck and Pacific Black Duck were the main
species observed. Even the bushbirds along the access
track kept a rather low profile, but we did get glimpses
of Red-winged Fairy-wren, White-browed Scrubwren and
Inland Thornbill.
Birds were more obliging at the drain connecting Lake
Powell to Manarup Lagoon and we enjoyed good views of
Yellow-billed Spoonbill, Chestnut Teal and Cattle Egret,
the latter a species more frequently seen around Albany
in recent years. We continued to Torbay Hall where we
enjoyed a good variety of bushbirds. Our tally for the day
was 48 species.
Wilson Inlet, 14 March
The March outing took place during the South Coast
Festival of Birds and saw a number of visitors joining the
regulars. The weather forecast was not in our favour but
at least during our visit to Morley Beach the gale force
winds held off. Shorebird numbers were low and we only
saw a handful of birds including an Oriental Pratincole
which had been first observed at the site just before
Christmas. We tried our luck at Lake Nenamup which is
connected by a drain to the eastern end of Wilson Inlet
and found Red-capped Plovers and Red-necked Stints
sheltering there and, to our surprise, found that the
pratincole had also followed us. However, with the wind
steadily getting stronger, we decided to have an early
lunch at the eastern end of the inlet and were able to add
egrets, ibis and spoonbills to our list before we headed
home.

heard calling in several locations during our visit to Twin
Creeks.
During the month of March the local branch also offered a
variety of events at the South Coast Festival of Birds.

Future outings
Excursions will take place on Tuesday, 13 June, 11 July, 8
August, 12 September. More details about destinations,
where to meet etc. will be made available on BWA
e-news. For the outings during the months of July,
August and September the group will meet at the car
park adjacent to Lower King Bridge, Albany at 8:00 am.
The destination of the outing will be decided on the day
depending on the weather situation.
You can also check the Albany Bird Group’s website and
Facebook page:
http://sites.google.com/site/albanybirds/Home
Feel free to contact any of us for further information.

White Torque Pty Ltd

South of Porongurup Range, 11 April
We started our outing along Yellanup Road where the
road reserve provided good sightings of White-breasted
and Scarlet Robin. Temperatures were quite warm and
we appreciated the shade of tall trees at the western end
of the Porongurup National Park where we had a glimpse
of a Rufous Treecreeper. A Golden Whistler and a Grey
Shrike-thrush were more obliging and allowed us good
views. We continued to Waddy’s Hut at the southern
end of the Wansborough Walk where we encountered a
few more bushbirds including a Western Gerygone and
Western Spinebill. The count for the day was 35 species.
Twin Creeks Conservation Reserve, 29 April
We had a late start meeting at the reserve at 10:30 am,
a lengthy walk through a variety of habitat yielding
good sightings of Western Spinebill, Tawny-crowned
Honeyeater, Spotted Pardalote and Varied Sittella. A very
obliging Purple-crowned Lorikeet paused for at least a
minute on an exposed branch allowing us all to study it
in detail before it flew off. During our lazy lunch break
at the shelter we saw Western Yellow Robin, Dusky
Woodswallow, Western Thornbill and more Spotted
Pardalotes at close quarters. Fan-tailed Cuckoos were
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Gavin White
MRB5813

Ph: 0448 975 586
For servicing and repairs to all
makes of vehicles
Specialising in air
conditioners, servicing and
repairs
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CAPE TO CAPE GROUP
Program
Thursday 22 June – 5.00 pm for 5.30pm – Seminar
on Cockatoos of the Capes
AMR Shire Chambers, Wallcliffe Road, Margaret
River
BirdLife WA Cockatoo Project Officer Tegan Douglas
will have the results of April’s Great Cocky Count for
our region. Building on this year’s hugely successful
community participation in the count, the Cape to Cape
Bird Group and Cape to Cape Catchments Group with
support from the Augusta-Margaret River Shire, will
continue working with BirdLife WA to enlist community
documentation of breeding by our three black-cockatoo
species this spring. Find out how you can continue to
contribute to this vital conservation project.
Saturday 22 July – Evening excursion: Owling
Meet at 5:00 pm at the Carters Road (Apex Weir) car
park just west of Bussell Highway. Pool cars to drive
to several sites around Margaret River to locate owls,
returning by 8:00 pm for dinner (optional) at the
Brewhouse.
Leaders: Boyd Wykes (0439 941 753)
and Steve Castan
Saturday 19 and Sunday 20 August – Overnight
Campout – Tingrith
Saturday 19 August – Tingrith – Commences 10:00 am.
Activities at Tingrith and nearby Rapids Conservation Park
will include a night stalk and talks around the fire.
Sunday 20 August – Full day excursion: Rapids
Conservation Park
(Day visitors welcome both days – bring morning tea,
lunch, afternoon tea.)
There are ten sleeping places available in the Tingrith
mezzanine accommodation—two single beds in each of
four cubicles (couples or same sex sharing), plus two
beds in their own spaces at a cost of $50 per person.
Camper vans or tents are welcome at a cost of $10 per
person. The campout is limited to 20 people. To book
a place, email Boyd with details of numbers of people,
mobile number, type of accommodation required. There
may be a wait list. Details will be sent out to participants
closer to the date. Day visitors please email your
intention to join in, so we know to expect you.
Leader: Boyd Wykes – majyx@iinet.net.au
All the excursions are for BirdLife Australia members and
the general public. For details of any of the above, please
contact Christine Wilder cwilderone@yahoo.com.au or
Boyd Wykes majyx@iinet.net.au

Excursion reports
Conto, 11 March
Putting the State election out of our minds, 15 of our
members enjoyed a pleasant morning’s stroll around the
Department of Parks and Wildlife Conto Campground and
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adjacent bush. After morning tea we checked out the
coastal vegetation and beach at Conto Spring.
Nothing spectacular to report but plenty of interesting
site knowledge provided by Jane Scott, Terry Scott
and Christine Wilder and lovely views of several birds
including Golden Whistler males strutting their stuff. 26
bird species were recorded.
Boyd Wykes
Barrett Street Reserve, Margaret River,
12 March
A small group of five Barrett Street Reserve volunteers
joined Drew McKenzie (Biodiversity Project Officer, Cape
to Cape Catchment Group) and Christine Wilder (Cape
to Cape Bird Group) on this circuit bird walk from Rotary
Park, north and south of the river.
Honeyeaters won the day with five species identified:
Western Spinebill, Red Wattlebird, Brown Honeyeater,
New Holland Honeyeater and White-naped Honeyeater.
We had good opportunities to see Red-winged Fairywrens, with a male in plumage and Christine pointed
out the differences between Red-winged and Splendid,
male and female. Golden Whistlers were showing off and
white-tailed black-cockatoos, Rufous Whistler and Redeared Firetail were heard.
Recent plantings by the “Friends” on a section of the
south side of the river were progressing well. Although
the birds were fairly quiet, those we saw and the walk
through the newly shed Karris made a very pleasant
morning.
Forest Grove National Park, 30 April
It had been a perfect autumn week, but it wasn’t to
last for our exploration of a section of the Forest Grove
National Park. Rainy showers and clouds greeted
our group of nine (three travelling from Bunbury).
Nevertheless we tightened up our rain hoods and set off
on a track to the south.
In the car park we counted around 20 Dusky
Woodswallows roosting in a very tall eucalypt. The first
section of the walk was through a sparse plantation on
an old gravel pit. A Western Rosella and White-breasted
Robin were seen and then at least three Western Yellow
Robins, Grey Fantails and several Golden Whistlers in
one small clearing. The forest was quiet with not much
calling, just little tweets heard every so often, and the
track ran out, but we carried on through the open bush
until a second track was discovered leading south through
more forest and to the western edge near farmland.
Scarlet Robins, Grey Fantails, two parties of Red-winged
Fairy-wrens and thornbills were seen amongst the zamias
and banksias. Five Emus were spotted in the adjacent
paddock.
Most impressive were the large old Jarrah and Marri trees
dotted throughout, thankfully left untouched when this
area was obviously logged some time ago.
As the showers set in, just a few of us stayed behind for
morning tea. We counted the woodswallows again, this
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Country branches: Cape to Cape, ctd
time with a tally of 28. Joan and I saw Forest Red-tailed
Black-Cockatoos flying over the Bussell Highway, but
we did not hear or see black-cockatoos at all during the
excursion.

plants would be flowering and especially for a nocturnal
walk.
Christine Wilder

A total of 22 species was seen but we agreed this would
be a great place to explore further, later in the year when

MYALUP GROUP
Excursion reports

Coming events

Johnson Road, Yarloop, 8 April

September excursion

On another beautiful day, our group set off as a convoy to
a private property on Johnson Road near Yarloop, which
had a small lake at its rear to view whatever bird came
into our sights (or those that could be hunted down). It
was a pleasure to welcome back Alan and Caroline and
to welcome Charles who visited us from the “Big Smoke”.
We hope that our method of birdwatching was not too
much of a birding culture shock to Charles.

It has been proposed that our “away” excursion this year
be to Kukerin, from which we can investigate the birdlife
on Lake Dumbleyung and Lake Grace. It will be held over
four days in the latter half of the month. The decision to
proceed is pending and is dependent on numbers. If you
are interested please contact Errol.

Although the number of birds seen was down, the variety
provided adequate compensation. Lunch at the Logue
Brook Café provided an opportunity to calm down from
the excitement generated by the excursion and was
enjoyed by all of those able to stay. Thanks to those who
made the trip possible and enjoyable.

Convenor Errol Harwood - Ph. 9720 2963
Email jkbs@iinet.net.au

The birds seen included Willie Wagtail, Australian Raven,
Australian Ringneck, Splendid Fairy-wren, Nankeen
Kestrel, Yellow-rumped Thornbill, Welcome Swallow,
Australian Magpie, Australian Shelduck, Tree Martin,
Grey Butcherbird, Magpie-lark, Australasian Pipit, Rufous
Whistler, Western Gerygone, Pacific Black Duck, Crested
Pigeon, Laughing Kookaburra and Grey Fantail.
Hooded Plovers
The founder and now life member of the MBO, Tony
France, has been monitoring the presence of Hooded
Plovers on the western shore of Lake Preston for about
25 years and regrettably has observed a steady decline
in their numbers over that time. However, this year he
has seen a little bit of an increase in their numbers and
on the last Shorebird Count in February, he counted nine
birds which is more than has been counted over the past
few years.

Australian Magpie, Johnson Road near the old McLarty
pine plantation, Myalup. Photo by Alan Burdett

PEEL-MANDURAH GROUP
Future excursions will be held on the fourth Friday of the
month:
23 June, 28 July
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For further information, please contact Bob Paterson:
peelbirds1@tpg.com.au or phone 0400 664 453.
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Rottnest Shorebird 2020
Count, 11 February
Friday’s unseasonal rain failed to dampen the enthusiasm
of the 18 birders as we donned wet weather gear to do a
preliminary scan of lakes, shore and bush for birds.
On Saturday’s later than usual start with damp boots
in the cool, cloudy weather we completed the survey
resulting in some exciting and other disheartening
results. Disheartening results are that the number of
trans-equatorial waders such as Red-necked Stint, Ruddy
Turnstone and Sanderling were down compared with last
year. This may be due to the lakes being dry prior to the
rain. And only six Banded Stilts were seen.
On the up side four Red-necked Phalaropes were seen
on Lake Baghdad. With much excitement following the
count most of the group set out for Lake Baghdad and
found the Red-necked Phalaropes close to shore. These
four busy little birds were
so easily observed without
the usual hundreds of
Banded Stilts on the lake
and were lifers’ for many
of the group.

Great Knots and 22 Red Knots. Getting close enough to
distinguish the knots, in a very strong wind, was a lesson
in patience. A total of 64 species was seen.
Sue Abbotts

Eric Singleton Bird
Sanctuary, Bayswater,
16 February
John Luyer guided a well-attended mid-week excursion
on a lovely sunny day. The open parkland down to the
Swan River seemed to be Willie Wagtail and Singing
Honeyeater central given the numbers of birds seen.
Following our walk down to the river to check out birdlife,
we continued to the bird reserve where we saw the
results of the recent restoration of the area. Last year’s
excursion lead by John had a bird-count of 39 when the
height of the reeds in the
recently restored reserve
was much lower. The
group today achieved a
tally of 46 species. The
highlights were: a Yellowbilled Spoonbill, a small
flock of Australian Pelicans
on the river, and a Brown
Goshawk.

In all 57 species were seen
with our new Rotto birder
Linda Brotherton winning
the wine. A great time was
had by all. Many thanks to
A disappointment of the
Sue, Bob and Lorraine who
morning was seeing the
do a great job liaising with
devastation in Carter’s
Rottnest staff, organising
Swamp, a privately owned
teams, transporting the
area of wetland adjacent
Red-necked Phalarope, Rottnest. Photo by Pam Ghiradi
troops and writing the
to the Eric Singleton
report which goes to the
Bird Sanctuary. The area
Rottnest Island Authority
is zoned residential but
and BirdLife, and is on the website.
clearing of the site for a housing development appears
to be on hold for the present, leaving an area of land
Lorraine Chyne
deterioration and reduction in wetland habitat.

Ian Hafekost

PEEL INLET, MANDURAH,
12 FEBRUARY
It was a surprise to see the tide so low, especially as the
rest of the south-west was flooded after heavy rains a
few days before.
Nine of us met to look at Erskine Lakes then work our
way around the inlet to Greenshank Cove, Samphire
Cove and then Coodanup and Nairns. There were very
few ducks though plenty of cormorants. The Ospreys
seemed to be everywhere we looked so the fishing must
have been good. We also saw a good array of bushbirds
but it was the waders that were the highlight of the day.
Along the western shore were six Eastern Curlews, one
Whimbrel, six Common Greenshanks and three Common
Sandpipers. At Nairns we had to walk out at least 100
metres to be near the water’s edge and we found 70
Bar-tailed Godwits in two groups, a Grey Plover, eight
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See p21 ‘Government promise to save Carter’s Swamp
for the birds honoured’.

LAKE GWELUP, 19 FEBRUARY
Twenty-three members and three visitors arrived to find
Lake Gwelup very full after recent rain. As is often the
case at this venue, we had a fairly high number of birders
attending and decided to split the group in two and
traverse the lake in different directions.
Rainbow Bee-eaters were still around in good numbers
and Purple Swamphens and Eurasian Coots seemed to
have had a good season. Most bushbirds were a bit hard
to find until we came to the occasional ‘busy’ tree with
some good mixed flocks, including nesting Yellow-rumped
Thornbills. Actual waterfowl numbers seemed to be down
with the general opinion being that with so much water to
choose from in the Perth area they’ve just spread out.
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We recorded a total of 57 species with some of the
highlights being Tawny Frogmouth, Fan-tailed Cuckoo and
two soaring Little Eagles, one dark and one light morph.
Many thanks to Clive Nealon for helping out with leading
the second group. We all had a great time on what turned
out to be a fairly warm day.
Peter White

ALFRED COVE, 26 FEBUARY
It was a brilliant, warm, summer morning for birding at
Alfred Cove, compared with the day before which had
been a scorching 40 degrees. Fifteen members and three
guests enjoyed the morning’s excursion.
The heavy rains earlier in the month had created some
unpredictable tides with flood water flowing downstream.
The upper Swan had flooded, and consequently
discoloured the water down into the lower reaches. Even
though the number of birds seen in the river was low,
the species total seen was steady. The wader species
have all but gone due to the changing tides. The juvenile
Hooded Plover that has been in the river since November
is surprisingly still in the cove.
Approximately 80 Fairy Terns were competing for space
on the only exposed sand bar, along with a large number
of Little Black Cormorants, and other cormorants and
Australian Pelicans.
The 39 species that were originally called at bird log
increased as we were packing up to leave. Four more
species were spotted at the end of our excursion,
bringing the total of birds for the morning to 43 species.
Toni Webster

Lancelin Labour Day Campout,
4-6 March
Thirty members and guests gathered at the Lancelin
Caravan Park south of the town with most staying at the
park for this campout.
With a forecast of 360 C we headed north-east to Ocean
Farms Estate and a pocket of heath and good woodland
aka “John’s Thicket”. Best birds were Spotted Harrier,
Scarlet Robin, Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo and Western
Corella. At Nilgin Lookout, with little calling we finally
saw Rufous Fieldwren, Tawny-crowned Honeyeater
and distant views of Southern Emu-wren. Then on to
Wedge Island and despite many people, including a few
‘yahoos’, we saw an Eastern Reef Egret, White-bellied
Sea-Eagle, Crested, Fairy and Roseate Terns. In deep
drifts of rotting weed Ruddy Turnstones, Sanderlings
and Silver Gulls were feeding voraciously on sea-lice and
other invertebrates. The waders were putting on as much
weight as possible for their imminent northern migration
to breed.
In the afternoon, there was little of interest at the
Lancelin golf course, but some Banded Lapwings were
found in the nearby new South Lancelin estate.
On Sunday, as previously arranged by Sue for a $15
pp donation, we met the local Sea Rescue Service boat
and crew and were shuttled over to Lancelin Island. We
landed on the eastern beach near the boardwalk which
provided easy access to two viewing points and the
western beach. Bridled Terns flew overhead, whilst a raft
of Common Noddy gathered out at sea before coming
inshore to perch on the western rocks. Earlier in the
season, 35 pairs of Sooty Terns had bred in the Nitre
Bushes above the nests of the Noddies. A desiccated skin
of a White-faced Storm-Petrel, which nests in burrows on

Wellard Wetlands, 4 March
The excursion to Wellard Wetlands produced rather
smaller numbers than usual of birdwatchers (ten),
possibly because of the long weekend and the campout,
and also of bird species (46). It was nevertheless a most
enjoyable morning for those who attended.
Ducks seen during the excursion were Musk Duck,
Australian Shelduck, Pink-eared Duck, Grey Teal, Pacific
Black Duck and Hardhead.
All three grebe species are regularly seen at Wellard, but
only the Australasian Grebe made an appearance on this
occasion.
As to raptors, there were sightings of White-bellied
Sea-Eagle, Whistling Kite, Swamp Harrier and Nankeen
Kestrel.
Waders were represented by Black-winged Stilt, Blackfronted Dotterel and Common Greenshank.
Charles Merriam
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Rock Parrot, Lancelin Island (see also pp5,55). Photo by Shelley
Altman
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the island, was also found. Juvenile and adult Sooty Terns
were observed at both beaches—a lifer for some.
Rock Parrots were feeding on top of the dense
vegetation, and Little Grassbirds were calling constantly
and were easily seen. Several people were lucky enough
to see two of the endemic, vulnerable Lancelin Island
Skinks (Ctenotus lancelini ). A Buff-banded Rail was seen
on the southern beach. Several hours later we returned
to the mainland after a memorable visit — our thanks
to Skipper Guy and his mate. The afternoon visit to the
sewage pond produced Black-fronted Dotterel, five duck
species and a glimpse of a Brush Bronzewing.
A dense sea-mist on Monday made our inland convoy
slower than usual, as we headed to the southern part of
Nilgin Nature Reserve. Thankfully we all had CB radios,
especially after a grey sedan with no lights passed the
entire convey at very high speed (natural selection in
action?). In the mist, one White-backed Swallow was
seen amidst metres of Tree Martins on the powerlines.
The heath was spectacular and lush following recent
rains, especially the banksias and wildflowers with many
mauve flowering Snakebush (Hemiandra pungens) and
spectacular Yellow Tailflowers (Anthocercis littorea) and
the myriads of spider-webs festooned with beads of
water-droplets all created a mystical environment. Whitecheeked Honeyeaters, Red and Western Wattlebirds,
Southern Emu-wren and a Pallid Cuckoo were noted.
As the mist burnt off, the humidity increased significantly
and with little shelter we retreated further south to the
tall flowering Marri trees and the Moore River at Cowalla
Road Bridge. Western Spinebills, Brown Honeyeaters,
Splendid Fairy-wrens and Eurasian Coots were present.
The final birdcall back at Lancelin Caravan Park was a
very satisfactory 100 species.
All agreed it was a splendid campout, and sincere
thanks to Sue Abbotts for her thorough preparation and
organisation, ably assisted by John Delaporte’s local
knowledge and enriched by Skipper Guy and Lancelin Sea
Rescue Crew.
Xenia Dennett

GARVEY PARK, ASCOT, 11 MARCH
Sixteen people joined the walk on a bright and breezy
morning. Providing a perfect start to the morning, a
Peregrine Falcon flew two or three circles above our
heads while we were still assembling, preparing to set
off.
We walked around the kayak club and along the river
to the Tonkin Highway bridge and along the way it was
clear that there were fewer birds on the water than usual
for this location but everyone had good, close views of
Australasian Darters and, in the casuarinas along the
bank, there were many Mistletoebirds showing up very
well. A number of parrot species were seen with excellent
views of Red-tailed and Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoos
as well as Little Corellas, Galahs and a selection of
Australian Ringnecks showing the characteristics of both
the ‘Twenty-eight’ and ‘Port Lincoln’ forms.
We retraced our steps along the river before heading
west along the Coolgardie drain to the small watered
areas near the park entrance and then back across to
the river where we found an active party of Striated
Pardalotes, Rufous Whistlers, Brown Honeyeaters and
a Grey Fantail giving the opportunity for good close-up
views.
After three hours and about 5.5 km we had registered 47
species of birds.
Clive Nealon

BLACKWALL REACH, 16 MARCH
It was a lovely morning to be out and the Tuart trees
in the car park were flowering so we spent the first 30
minutes there, finding about 20 species on the river and
surrounds. We then set off for the walk along Blackwall
Reach to Point Walter and found the Osprey on its usual

Brown Booby (left), Great Frigatebird (right),
Christmas Island (see report, p18). Photos by
John McMullan
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perch and lots of White-cheeked Honeyeaters. Two
adult and one juvenile Nankeen Night Herons, sitting on
branches over the path, gave excellent views to all. The
tide was very high and Point Walter more of a stutter,
being cut in several places. Australian Pied Oystercatcher,
Black Swan, Pacific Black Duck, all four cormorants and
an Australasian Darter were seen, though no waders.
Walking around the point we saw two Australian Hobbies
in the pine trees and on the way back, three Rainbow
Bee-eaters confirmed what we thought we had heard
earlier. Nineteen people saw 41 bird species. (see photo,
p52)
Sue Abbotts

Glossy Ibis showed up and Purple Swamphens and
Eurasian Coots were prolific. The ‘tailenders’ had a brief
view of a Buff-banded Rail.
Another short sighting was of a Whistling Kite, which we
thought was in a Great Cormorant nest when we next
saw it. There were several nests being used by Great
Cormorants when we did the ‘recce’ and now they were
empty, except for the Whistling Kite. However on closer
inspection we realised that the raptor was too big for a
Whistling Kite and was an eagle. As it climbed out of the
nest it was possible to obtain a good photograph which
identified the bird as a young White-bellied Sea-Eagle.
The resident Swamp Harriers were unhappy and harassed
the young eagle.
The bird flew off the nest and circled for a short time
before coming back to settle on a bare tree near the
Great Cormorant nest tree.

Bibra Lake, 19 MARCH
Twenty-three members and four visitors set out on the
walk, in what turned out to be ideal birding conditions.
A couple of early starters were treated to a ‘fly past’,
before the binoculars were out, of what may well have
been the “North Lake” Eurasian Hobby. However, an
Australian Hobby and Brown Goshawk were the only
raptors recorded. We did manage to view ten duck
species, including a rare sighting, for this lake, of a
Chestnut Teal. Thanks to the keen eye of one of our New
Zealand visitors, we were all able to get excellent views
of a pair of Tawny Frogmouths, and numerous good
sightings were had of Splendid Fairy-wrens, with most
of the males in eclipse plumage and quite active in the
sunny conditions. (see photo, p32)
The water levels around the new bird-hide had attracted
Wood Sandpiper, Common Greenshank, Black-winged
Stilt and both Black-fronted and Red-kneed Dotterels,
although sadly no crakes. It was noted that Yellow-billed
Spoonbills (50+) and Glossy Ibis were in abundance.
Although reed levels hampered viewing from some
standard spots, we were able to record an impressive 68
species that included a late extra, when Clive found some
Long-billed Corellas while editing his photos. Special
thanks also to Sue and Nigel for their support.
Alan Watson

MAURICE HAMER PARK,
HERDSMAN’S LAKE, 26 MARCH
Sharing the venue with the BirdLife WA Photography
group and some unpleasant windy weather, 16 members
were treated to an unusual sighting at the lake and at
least three members saw a ‘Lifer’ during the excursion. At
least 80 Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoos were flying over the
lake as we arrived for the bird walk. An Australian Hobby
was seen at this time, too.
Initially, we walked west (opposite to the photography
group) and saw several different duck species. There
were also many Great-crested Grebes in pairs, some
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By this time many of the photography group had left so
we turned eastwards towards the Wildlife Centre. We
walked past the only wading birds of the day, which were
three Black-winged Stilts. At the Wildlife Centre we found
five Freckled Ducks which were a new bird for several of
our group. We were able to walk all the way round on the
boardwalk as it is no longer underwater.
There were very few bushbirds seen, possibly due to the
very windy conditions. However a Rufous Whistler was
seen on the ground under a tree. The usual honeyeaters
were present. The total count was 56, as an Australian
Ringneck flew by as we were leaving.
Claire Gerrish

Ray Marshall Park, Viveash,
2 April
Twenty-six members and four visitors spent a pleasant
morning walking the John George Trail that runs
besides the Swan River in Viveash. It was interesting
to visit the area after recent summer floods. As always
this area is good for bushbirds and waterbirds as well
as photographic opportunities. The highlight of the
morning, for many, was the presence of a single Rufous
Treecreeper. A lone Common Sandpiper was also seen
along the river banks.
After completing the river circuit, the group then moved
on to the adjacent 12 hectare wetland. Since April 2015
the Black Adder Woodbridge Catchment Group has been
doing a weekly bird survey of this area. This is part of a
voluntary contribution to the City of Swan’s study of the
transitioning of the wetland from saline to fresh water,
since a weir was constructed in 2012 to prevent the
incursion of saline water from the Swan River. Thanks to
Pam Masters for sharing her expansive local knowledge of
the project and the area.
The wetland provides habitat for a large number of
waterbirds. Those seen included Musk Duck, Australian
Shelduck, Pink-eared Duck and Australasian Shoveler.
An early start to the breeding season was evident with
both Pacific Black and Australian Wood Duck ducklings
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present. Surprisingly, no raptors were sighted. A total of
55 species were seen.
Thanks to Peter White for leading an informative and
interesting excursion.
Shelley Altman

Photogroup Activity, Yanchep
NATIONAL PARK, 9 April
A glorious autumn day was enjoyed by the 19
birdwatchers at Yanchep National Park with hundreds of
Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoos flocked around the car park
and picnic area to the delight of onlookers. Grey Fantails
were also in abundance. The group split up and set out
on various walking trails. Highlights of the day included
Scarlet Robins, a pair of Masked Lapwings, a group of
Yellow-billed Spoonbills, Australian Reed Warblers and
Little Grassbirds, Rufous Whistlers, Splendid Fairywrens (the males of which were in eclipse plumage at
this time of the year) and other bushbirds including
Inland Thornbills, several duck species, a Wedge-tailed
Eagle soaring at high altitude, and an Australian Hobby
pursuing dragonflies. After morning tea, the author
returned to a spot by the lake which had seemed
promising for bird life and saw and photographed the
Australian Hobby, a Fan-tailed Cuckoo and a Grey Shrikethrush (see photos, p55).
Caroline Mynott

Cave Hill Campout,
13 – 17 April
At first stop Boondi Rock no time to yawn
as our Easter campout started at dawn.
Several Collared Sparrowhawks delighted
with a lone Major Mitchell’s Cockatoo sighted.
Lunch at Burra Rock where we saw a Fan-tailed Cuckoo.
Then on to Cave Hill camp for a GWW survey or two.
With four days served by long drop loo.
Wrens flitted by a tiny rock stream showing brilliant
breasts of blue
In rosy trunked eucalypts the song of Weebills trilled
For those who like variety—ten honeyeater species
satisfied our fill.
In canopy foliage ring the click click of pardalote
while low bushes rewards the patient with sights of
Redthroat.
New participants provided diversion
To fun, laughter and bird numbers of the excursion
Several photographers with cameras on the spot
Allowed us to share sightings of the perfect shot.
And from all twenty seven of the mob
Thanks to Jill and Andrew for a fabulous job.
We all had a great time
With a final group bird list of sixty nine.
Following the campout, a number of the group continued
to survey the remaining 19 Cave Hill Great Western
Woodlands survey sites in the direction of McDermod
and Victoria Rocks. Along the track that joins the Victoria
Rock Road, the sighting and photo of a Brush Bronzewing
adds this species to the Cave Hill area list. This confirmed
Ed Paull’s and other excursioners’ conviction that the
Brush Bronzewing range extended as far as Cave Hill.
Well done getting the proof of the pudding. (see photo,
p55)
Lorraine Chyne

CARNARVON CAMPOUT,
14-17 APRIL

Great Knot, Carnarvon campout. Photo by John Baas
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It would be hard to beat Carnarvon 2017 for the number
of lifers seen. Of 24 participants, only eight did not see
new birds over the Easter weekend and one very happy
couple added 30 to their list. Easter Friday saw us at the
famous Mile Long Jetty where Yellow White-eye, Dusky
Gerygone, the first of many White-winged Fairy-wren,
White-bellied Sea-Eagle with juvenile, Mangrove Fantail
and Bar-tailed Godwit were highlights in the mangrove
and along the shoreline. At the Sewage Ponds Whitebreasted Woodswallow, a Brahminy Kite, Osprey, Wood
and Common Sandpiper and other water and shorebirds
occasioned excitement while Star Finches glowing in
the drab bushes brought first time delight for many of
us. We were by now aware that the Little Crow and the
‘Carnarvon Canary’ (White-plumed Honeyeater) were
ubiquitous, as were Zebra Finches in several locations.
(see photos, pp17,55,56)
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The Carnarvon Golf Course (located in a stretch of coastal
saltmarsh featuring samphires and treacherously sticky
mud and clay-pan ‘greens’) had Slender-billed Thornbill
and Rufous Fieldwren. At the Small Boat Harbour later in
the day we saw Grey-tailed Tattler, Whimbrel and other
desirable shorebirds. The Nankeen Kestrel was probably
the most commonly seen raptor throughout the campout.
Saturday was mostly devoted to an excursion 50 km
along the Gascoyne Junction road to Rocky Pool on the
Gascoyne River. Several stops on the way were rewarded
with Mulga Parrot, White-browed Babbler, numerous
Crested Pigeons, Spiny-cheeked Honeyeater, a Blackbreasted Buzzard, Wedge-tailed Eagle, Red-backed
Kingfisher, Masked Woodswallow and Chiming Wedgebills,
including a pair serenading each other. Little Buttonquail, Rufous Songlark and Crimson Chat were seen by
a lucky few. At Rocky Pool Little Crows and Cockatiels
were breeding with Rainbow Bee-eaters also everywhere
in evidence. Red-browed Pardalote, Little Eagle and Bluewinged Kookaburra were briefly observed. Back at the
caravan park, the beautiful song of a Pied Butcherbird
caused constant consternation among resident Galah and
honeyeater tribes during the entire campout.
On Sunday we travelled to the Blowholes and Quobba
Point Marine Sanctuary north of Carnarvon where a
White-winged Black Tern in full breeding plumage was
among a wonderful range of other terns and shorebirds.
A visit to a boiling hot bore outside town on Monday
morning was rewarded with sightings of Black-eared
Cuckoo, Mistletoebird, Redthroat and other species, after
which Miaboolya Track took us to more Crested, Lessercrested, Caspian, Gull-billed and Little Terns, Red-capped
Plover, Greater
and Lesser
Sand Plovers,
gatherings
of Great and
Little Egrets,
Australian
Pelican,
Great Knot,
Sanderling and
other shore
and bush birds.
In all, 134
species were
identified over
the weekend
and heartfelt
thanks go to
Sue Abbotts
and her coreconnaissance
helpers for
another
meticulously
planned and
This bird perched in a small tree in my
garden after crashing into a large shrub in an rewarding
campout.
unsuccessful attempt to catch a small bird,
one of many using this plant to access the
birdbath on the other side of it. All the little
birds disappeared in a blink, but the Collared
Sparrowhawk stayed long enough for some
photos. Photo by Mavis Norgard
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Penny Lee

LAKE COOGEE, 16 APRIL
Eight intrepid birders (including two newcomers to
BirdLife WA) met on Easter Sunday for the Lake Coogee
bird walk led by Frank O’Connor. It was a small, intimate
group providing a wonderful opportunity to learn from
Frank who shared his bird knowledge and passion with
zeal. I’ll nickname him the ‘Bird Whisperer’ after seeing
his amazing prowess chatting to the birds.
It was a fabulous, sunny morning and 37 species were
spotted and identified. Amongst them were: two cheeky
Red-capped Parrots, a Grey Shrike-thrush, a Blackshouldered Kite, a Great Egret, an Inland Thornbill, a
Splendid Fairy-wren, a White-browed Scrubwren and
a Rufous Whistler. A Quenda (bandicoot) was spotted
dashing across the path behind us.
It was an interesting walk crossing a bridge and walking
half-way around a lake dotted with history dating back to
the early days of the colony with commemorative plaques
and cottage ruins. There were old wells, windmills and
original fruit trees, notably the Pomegranate.
At the bird count and morning tea we were not to be
disappointed. The Easter bunny arrived in the form of
Chris sharing chocolate Easter eggs, much to our delight.
Karen Righton

Hamelin Station Campout,
22-25 April
BirdLife WA was fortunate to be given permission to hold
a campout at Bush Heritage Australia’s Hamelin Station,
725 km north of Perth. Their stated aim is to protect
biodiversity, threatened species and native habitats,
by working where they’re needed in areas of high
conservation value with low levels of protection.
The facilities, which are clean and passionately
maintained, include a modern kitchen and excellent
ablution blocks with steaming hot water. There is a
lake nearby, a verdant bore drain down the road and
the charming Chiming Wedgebills were ubiquitous. The
nightly briefing mentioned Australian Owlet Nightjar,
Black-breasted Buzzard, Peregrine Falcon, Swamp
Harrier, White-bellied Sea-Eagle, screeching Bush Stonecurlew, Wood Sandpiper, Brown Quail, Pied Honeyeater,
Crimson and White-fronted Chats and a range-extending
Spinifex Pigeon.
After a thorough induction, we set off (lead by a Bush
Heritage staff member) through low woodlands over
hummock grasslands (spinifex), southern rangelands
and an area of sandhills. We agreed to carry out a
survey on three sites. We soon passed a group of trees
which were heaving with up to 1000 Crested Pigeons so
we knew we were in for an exciting day. Redthroats, a
range-extending Western Yellow Robin, a Chestnut Quail
Thrush, both babbler species and a flat tyre on the Bush
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Heritage ute (ably
tackled by Clive
Nealon), were some
of the additions to our
list.
Next day started
sensationally as
a handful of Forktailed Swifts passed
overhead. The
morning walk added
Southern Whiteface
and Hooded Robin to
our impressive list
and entertainment
included four Whitefaced Herons perched
Banded Lapwing, Hamelin campout
on the bird hide.
(see also pp2,5). Photo by John
The afternoon walk
McMullan
down the bore drain
added Black-fronted
Dotterel, Brown Falcon, Whistling Kite and Nankeen
Kestrel. Very impressive, however, was a pair a Banded
Lapwings that were successfully raising a juvenile in spite
of soaring raptors. The highlight was two Bourke’s Parrots
which fleetingly stayed to quench their thirst.

Victoria Reservoir, Canning
Mills, 30 April
Just over 20 members enjoyed an interesting morning
with John and Ruth Luyer in a birding area well worth
a visit. The walk took us down through a Jarrah forest
habitat to a lookout over the reservoir where we all had
a distant view of three Emus on the far edge of the dam.
One of the Emus was enjoying a good splash in the water.
A grassed area below the dam wall offered us a good
view of a pair of Red-eared Firetails, several Splendid
Fairy-wrens, a Scarlet Robin and White-breasted Robin.
Previous excursions to the reservoir led by John had birdcounts ranging from 32 to 46, with today’s count by the
group achieving a tally of 34 species. The group noted a
surprising lack of raptors in the reservoir valley.
Ian Hafekost

The next morning, we added the Horsfield’s BronzeCuckoo at the stromatolites and, to our delight, flushed
numerous Western Grasswrens to give everyone on the
tour a clear sighting. A closer look around the campsite
in the afternoon produced a Cattle Egret, Red-kneed
Dotterel and Little Crow.
On the final day, we saw a Rufous Fieldwren and Redcapped Plover as we drove through arid areas near the
coast. The final bird count was 94, giving Rita a welldeserved win in the tipping competition. The campout
was beautifully led by Sue Abbotts whose hard work
on the ‘reccy’ set up the wonderful result. Alan Watson
spoke for both the Carnarvon and the Hamelin campouts
when he presented Sue with a present on behalf of all of
us for her fine efforts.
John McMullan

ELLIS BROOK VALLEY, 23 April
Sixteen members met Steve Burns in a small car park
off Gosnells Road East on a particularly fine and sunny
Sunday morning. We subsequently drove in convoy to
a wildlife refuge car park, which was nearby and safe.
Our excursion began adjacent to a disused quarry, now a
small lake, which rewarded us with a variety of waterbird
observations. We then trekked upward through banksia
and Marri woodland, initially with few sightings. As
the wind subsided we saw many beautiful birds of the
woodlands such as pardalotes, robins, whistlers, wrens
and a pair of sittellas. All in all the count was 45 species
and we had earned our rest! The camaraderie was
excellent and Steve had a wealth of information and bird
calls.

Above: Red-winged Fairy-wren,
Gloucester Tree, Pemberton and (below)
Splendid Fairy-wren, Piney Lakes,
Melville. Photos by Conor Hemsley

Keith James
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Observatory reports
BROOME BIRD OBSERVATORY
After several below-average Wet seasons,
including a terribly dry 2016, we are pleased
to report that this Wet season has lived
up to the forecasts for a big Wet! BBO has
received almost 1000 mm of rain since the
Wet season kicked off in December, double our
annual average! As a result, Roebuck Plains
is in flood, the vegetation is thick and green,
our previously parched wetlands are full to
overflowing, and waterbirds have arrived in numbers!
The excellent Wet season means bird numbers are up,
and should make for an excellent birding year as the
floodwaters recede, access improves, and the birds
congregate around the remaining water sources.

coast) and Red Knot ssp. piersmai (New
Siberian Islands) are among the last to depart
and are still leaving as we type! However,
the peak period for migration activity usually
runs from late March through until mid-April,
when we tend to have the highest numbers
and greatest variety of species departing, and
there are still large numbers of birds colouring
the bay in their breeding finery. Our popular
Wave the Waders Goodbye courses are held to coincide
with this period, and were once again fully booked and
highly rated by participants.

Prior to migration commencing, the Australasian Wader
Studies Group (AWSG) Expedition was once again based
at the observatory during
Out on the plains,
late February. Tricky tides
waterbirds have descended
and a flooded road made
on the flooded grasslands
catching difficult at times
from far and wide. A
in the bay, and one catch
single Magpie Goose was
ended up netting as many
recorded in the Broome
fish as it did shorebirds—
region for the entirety of
two of each for those
2016 but thousands have
wondering! Despite the
been breeding across the
challenges, the expedition
plains this year, whilst
was still successful in
other species rarely
banding 2657 birds in
recorded last year such as
Roebuck Bay and at Eighty
Wandering Whistling-Duck,
Mile Beach, including
Glossy Ibis, White-necked
deploying 41 satellite tags
Heron, Intermediate Egret
on Whimbrel, Grey-tailed
and Red-kneed Dotterel
Tattler, Bar-tailed Godwit
have also arrived in good
and Red Knot. Another key
numbers. Australian
White-winged Black Tern, Broome (see also p2). Photo by Nigel
objective of the expedition
Painted Snipes have been
Jackett
was to estimate breeding
seen at several sites
success of the different
through February and
shorebird species the
March, including a pair
previous season, based on the percentage of juvenile
with a nest on Roebuck Plains—unfortunately the nest
birds in the catches. This year, Curlew Sandpiper was the
appeared to be abandoned before the eggs hatched.
standout with 40% juveniles, supporting reports from
Crakes and rails have also been more prevalent this year,
across Australia of a very high proportion of juvenile birds
with Buff-banded Rail, Australian Crake, White-browed
in Curlew Sandpiper flocks.
Crake and Baillon’s Crake all making appearances so far.
Thousands of Whiskered and White-winged Black Terns
Around the observatory in recent times there have
have been a conspicuous sight feeding over the plains for
been some interesting passage movements of birds,
most of the year, with most of the White-winged Black
as the Wet season gives way to the Dry. Nomads like
Terns looking stunning in full breeding plumage in late
Cockatiel and Budgerigar have been seen moving
April before departing for the north. Button-quail are
east in small groups, and Masked Woodswallow flocks
also turning up on the plains, with Red-chested and Redhave been a daily sighting in recent weeks. The most
backed Button-quail both appearing to be present, along
notable sighting of the period in BBO’s area of interest
with Little Button-quail, though getting a good look at
was a probable Himalayan Swiftlet photographed over
them to confirm this has been challenging as usual!
Broome town, and subsequently seen on several more
The shorebird migration has taken centre stage at the
occasions. Identification of swiftlets can be nightmarish,
observatory over March and April, but is now winding
but good photographs were obtained which should help
down as we head into May. The Eastern Curlew kicked
to nail the identification in this case. A pair of Gouldian
things off in early March, with the first birds heard calling
Finch was seen around the Dampier Creek area in late
over the observatory after dark on 3 March. Other early
December 2016. Somewhat outside of BBO’s area of
birds (pun intended) like Greater Sand Plover began
interest but still noteworthy was a Nicobar Pigeon that
soon afterwards, before other species such as Bar-tailed
turned up on the northern Dampier Peninsula at Chile
Godwit, Great Knot, Grey Plover and Curlew Sandpiper
Creek near Lombadina, and even further afield, one of
joined the exodus for the north. Generally speaking, the
our observatory staff was recently involved in the historic
species breeding further north tend to leave later in the
re-discovery of a Night Parrot population in Western
season, so species such as Whimbrel (northern Siberian
Australia!
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It’s not only the birds that have been enjoying the
bumper wet season. Frogs have also been particularly
active. Several species have been active around the
observatory, including the always-present and everpopular Green Tree Frogs (Litoria caerulea), and their
smaller cousins the Desert Tree Frogs (Litoria rubella),
along with burrowing species such as the Giant
Frog (Cyclorana australis) and the Long-footed Frog
(Cyclorana longipes). Observatory staff also made a trip
to a very flooded Taylor’s Lagoon and nearby Willaroo in
February to survey the frog diversity and recorded ten
frog species for the night, including some local specialties
like Hidden-ear Frog (Cyclorana cryptotis), Derby
Toadlet (Uperoleia aspera), and West Kimberley Toadlet
(Uperoleia mjobergii).

In other exciting news, the observatory’s newlyrevamped shade-house was opened in early February,
just in time for the expedition. The new higher (and
insulated!) roof and better layout for airflow means it’s a
bit more comfortable in hotter weather, and it’s proven
popular with guests so far! This is the start of what will
hopefully be a series of much-needed infrastructure
upgrades for us.
Now, as the Wet gives way to the Dry, staff are gearing
up for the start of the tourist season, while the birding
should only get better through the year!
BBO Staff

EYRE BIRD OBSERVATORY
Sightings
What a change in birdlife we’ve seen in the
three months we’ve been here. When we first
drove down the North track in late January we
were confronted by a bleak picture—brown and
blackened trees and earth and not a living thing in
some places. Nature is a wonderful thing, however
and with rainfall in each month the mallee is reshooting,
the pines in some places are showing bits of life and
the colour green has started to replace the devastated
landscape.
The bird numbers have been less all around the
observatory and of course on the North track but on our
North track survey yesterday we saw a Red-capped Robin
in all its splendour and Yellow-rumped Thornbills as well
as Inland Thornbills in the burnt country. The Rainbow
Bee-eaters were the first to take advantage of the insects
that invaded the burnt country early in February, hawking
from high perches.
On the home front the Brush Bronzewings continued to
waddle up tentatively to the
far bird baths and sit around
for a while before having their
sip of water. A sighting of 44
in one day was our highest
number in February. The Brown,
White-eared and Brown-headed
Honeyeaters are still around but
in much smaller numbers than
pre-fire, while the New Holland
Honeyeaters still delight in full
scale water bombardments on
very hot days and not so hot
ones.
A few Silvereyes, not to be
outdone, dart in and around
the New Holland Honeyeaters.
The resident Willie Wagtails
visit every other day and just
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occasionally we’ve seen a Sacred Kingfisher.
A couple of times we have also watched Red
Wattlebirds getting absolutely drenched with
constant dips and we mustn’t forget the Grey
Currawongs delighting in sitting in the closest bird
bath and fluttering water all over themselves.
When the weather was very hot in early February
the Blue-breasted Fairy-wren family, with a fully coloured
male, visited the southern bird bath. We’ve seen other
family groups on walks in the sand hills and on the North
track surveys. Also coming in for some cooling water has
been the Collared Sparrowhawk on a couple of occasions.
While the Eyre Repair team were here in March a
Brown Falcon also posed for a good five minutes on the
branches above the far bird bath.
Our star attraction though is the Major Mitchell’s
Cockatoos—noisy calls announcing their arrival if coming
en masse. They always seemed to sense visitors and
performed their aerial aerobatics on the old telegraph
wire—good photographic material. Their numbers seem
steady at around 30 for the flock.
A more delightful song has been
from the Grey Shrike-thrushes—
they seem to be first up on
cold mornings looking for the
crumbs. Another sight for sore
eyes is the spots of the Spotted
Pardalotes. Since the mallee
has been flowering since April
their numbers have multiplied
and their one note call is
unmistakable.

Major Mitchell’s Cockatoos, Eyre. Photo by Murray
Watson

Birdwatching at Cocklebiddy
and Bluebush Plains added
to our list of species. Driving
back along the bush tracks
parallel to the highway it was
always good to see Australian
Ringnecks flying around, the
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occasional Emu, Wedge-tailed Eagles, Nankeen Kestrels,
Black-shouldered Kites, Australasian Pipits, 70 plus
White-fronted Honeyeaters one day and just last week
11 Purple-crowned Lorikeets. On one trip we recorded a
huge number of kangaroos—107 out on the plains as well
as a pair of Banded Lapwing.
Kanidal Beach trips generally threw up a few surprises
like Red-necked Avocets, White-faced Herons, Crested
Terns, Caspian Terns, Pied Cormorants, Australian
Pelicans, Sanderlings, Red-necked Stints, Pacific
Gulls, White-breasted Sea-Eagles (a pair), an Osprey,
Wedge-tailed Eagles, both Sooty and Australian Pied
Oystercatchers, Nankeen Kestrels and a Peregrine Falcon.
On one trip in early February we counted over 200 Grey
Teal but now in late April there are none around. Who can
forget the Red-capped Plovers though—such plucky little
troopers. Hope the couple of runners we observed make
it to adulthood—if the protective parent has anything to
do with it they should.

(above) Red-necked Avocets and (below) Pied Cormorants and
Sooty Oystercatchers,Eyre. Photos by Murray Watson

Our resident dugite showed himself/herself a couple of
times—once when visitors were on the western verandah
it just came out from under the tank and spread out on
the cement path near the garage, casually taking in the
sun’s rays.
Mum Western Grey Kangaroo continues to visit the
northern bird bath for a drink and has introduced her
youngest joey to the routine.
It has been a pleasure to observe the birds and other
animals in all places and share with other like-minded
visitors the joys of their discoveries. It is always good
to see new birds for the first time too and others just
so well. May the observatory always be a place where
nature rules.
Jeanette and Murray Watson

Sacred Kingfisher (left), Brown Falcon (centre) and Red-capped Plover (right), Eyre. Photos by Murray  Watson
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Coming events
Important note re campouts
Members anticipating attending campouts must notify the BirdLife WA Office (9383 7749) of the number in their party and when
they will arrive.
If you are unsure, put your name down as you can always cancel.
An emergency contact number should also be provided in case of accident.

New members
Please let the leaders know that you are a new member and don’t hesitate to ask for assistance with bird sightings.

Sunday 4 June: Jandakot Regional
Park, Harrisdale
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:30 am in the car park at
Carey Baptist College, Wright Road,
Harrisdale. Park near to Wright Road.
We will cross the road to access the
park through a gap gate.
This reserve has good tracks
throughout with varied vegetation
including wetland areas which may
have some water in them if we
have had enough winter rain. Many
bushbirds have been seen including
Splendid Fairy-wren, Western Spinebill,
White-browed Scrubwren, Grey Shrikethrush, Fan-tailed and Shining BronzeCuckoos, Red-capped Parrot and Redtailed Black-Cockatoo. Wetland species
are also a possibility, as are several
raptor species.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Debbie Walker

Saturday 10 June: Yanchep
National Park
Half-day excursion
Meet at the Lakeview picnic area inside
the park at 8:00 am. Entry is $12 per
vehicle or $6 per vehicle for seniors.
Proceed through the entrance gate and
go left at the roundabout. There is a
large parking area and we will meet
near the covered barbecue area which
is adjacent to the toilet block. There
should be a variety of bushbirds and
waterbirds. Yanchep National Park is
part of the Northern Swan Coastal Plain
IBA for Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Clive Nealon

Friday 23 June: Peel-Mandurah
Branch excursion

For members and guests only.
Leader: Diane Court

Tuesday 13 June: Albany Branch
excursion
See the branch’s report, p35 for more
details.

Saturday 17 June: Flynn Road,
Mundaring
Half/full day excursion
Meet at 9:00 am at the corner of Flynn
Road and Great Eastern Highway, about
10 km past Sawyers Valley or 1 km on
the Perth side of The Lakes (the York
turnoff). We will look at several areas of
Wandoo woodland. Species seen here
include Western Yellow Robin, Restless
Flycatcher and Painted Button-quail.
Bring morning tea that you can carry.
Bring lunch if you would like continue
with us at a further area nearby.

Meet at the gate at 9:00 am. The
Perth Zoo provides opportunities to
photograph both wild and caged birds,
often at a close range. Entry fees are
$29 for adults and $22 for concession
card holders.
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Sunday 25 June: Tom Bateman
Reserve, Thornlie
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am beside the
playground/sporting complex at the
corner of Nicholson and Wilfred Roads
(car-park entry is off Wilfred Road).
We will look at a series of wetlands
constructed to remove nutrients from
water draining into the Canning River.
We will also look at small bushland
areas if they are accessible.
Rubber boots may be a good idea, and
insect repellent. Bring morning tea to
have while we do a combined bird list.
For members and the general public.
Leaders: George and Pam Agar

For members and guests only.
Leader: Charles Merriam

Monday 19 June: The Spectacles,
Kwinana
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:30 am in the car park in
McLaughlan Road. Proceed along
Kwinana Freeway and turn right
(west) into Anketell Road. Travel
approximately 2 km then turn left into
McLaughlan Road. A good variety of
bushbirds including Grey Currawong
can be found here.
For members and the general public.

Saturday 10 June: Perth Zoo, South
Perth
Photogroup activity

For details, contact the Peel-Mandurah
Branch:
Bob Paterson: peelbirds1@tpg.com.au.

Leader: Maris Lauva

Thursday 22 June: Cape to Cape
Branch —5.00 pm for 5.30 pm –
Seminar on Cockatoos of the Capes
See the Cape to Cape Branch report,
p36 for details.

Monday 26 June: Bold Park Eco
Centre, Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Michael Smith from the AWC will
give a talk on the Australian Wildlife
Conservancy.

Saturday 1 July: Piesse Brook,
Kalamunda
Half-day excursion
Meet at 9:00 am at the junction of
Hummerston Road and Schipp Road
at the southern end of Kalamunda
National Park. Take Mundaring Weir
Road from Kalamunda, and turn left
into Hummerston Road. We should see
Golden and Rufous Whistler, birds of
prey and other bushbirds in a lovely
valley.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Stella Stewart-Wynne
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Thursday 6 July: Little Rush Lake,
Yangebup
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am near the playground
on the western side of this small
wooded lake. Little Rush Lake is part
of the Beeliar Regional Park. Turn off
North Lake Road into Osprey Drive,
right into Dotterel Way, then right into
Grassbird Loop. There is a path around
the lake, and we should see plenty of
waterbirds and bushbirds. Over 90 bird
species have been seen here. Bring
morning tea.
For members and the general public.
Leaders: John and Ruth Luyer

Saturday 8 July: Victoria Reservoir,
Canning Mills
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:30 am in the car park beside
the information board at the entrance
to the dam. From Perth, travel east
along Welshpool Road and Welshpool
Road East to the T-junction at Canning
Road, turn right and travel for about
400 m to Masonmill Road. Continue
along this road for about 600 m,
following the signs to the dam past the
rose nursery, to the entrance to the car
park. We will follow the walking track
down to the dam.
For members and guests only.
Leaders: Claire Gerrish

Tuesday 11 July: Albany Branch
excursion
See the Albany Branch report, p35, for
more details.

For members and the general public.
Leader: Clive Nealon

Sunday 16 July – Friday 28 July:
Rangeland Survey campout, Bulga
Downs Station—Sandstone Caravan
Park
See Notices, p33 for details.

Sunday 16 July: Ellis Brook, Martin
Photogroup activity
Meet at 8:30 am at the Gazebo in the
last car park at the end of Rushton
Rd, Martin. Turn off Tonkin Hwy into
Gosnells Rd East, right into Pitt Rd,
right into Hayward Rd, left into Quarry
Rd, left into Rushton Rd and drive to
the car park at the end. There should
be a nice variety of bushbirds.
For members and guests only.

for one day only or both days.
Leaders: Dan Mantle and Plaxy Barrett

Saturday 22 July: Cape to Cape
Branch — Evening excursion:
Owling
See the Cape to Cape Branch report,
p36 for details.

Sunday 23 July: Albany pelagic
Details as per Albany Pelagic Saturday
23 July.

Monday 24 July: Bold Park Eco
Centre, Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Dylan Korczynskyj from Notre Dame
University will give a talk on evolution
in the Australian Ringneck.

Leader: Ken Glasson

Saturday 22 July: Paganoni Swamp,
Karnup
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am on Paganoni Road
at the Mandurah Road end, under the
powerlines. Access is via Mandurah
Road onto Paganoni Road or the new
Kwinana Freeway extension onto
Paganoni Road. Parking is along
Paganoni Road under the powerlines.
We will be walking approximately 3
km through threatened woodlands
where Western Yellow Robin and Grey
Currawong among many other species
have been seen in this area of diverse
habitats.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Mary Vaughan

Saturday 15 July: Lightning
Swamp, Noranda
Half-day excursion

Saturday 22 July: Albany pelagic

Meet at 8:30 am at the gate in the SE
corner of the bushland on Della Road.
Lightning Swamp, part of Noranda
Open Space, is an area of seasonal
wetlands and banksia woodland.
The area supports some waterbirds,
and cormorants have bred here. The
bushland supports a range of species,
including some that are uncommon in
smaller reserves, such as the Western
Thornbill, Tawny-crowned Honeyeater
and Red-capped Robin. Some areas will
be restricted due to the presence of
dieback.

Meet at Emu Point Boat Harbour,
Albany, at 6:30 am for a 6:45 am
departure. We will travel offshore to the
edge of the continental shelf looking
for a variety of albatrosses, petrels,
shearwaters and other seabirds,
returning to port at around 4:00 pm.
There is a limit of 18 people on the
boat, and if we get enough people we
will run trips on both days. The trips
are run on a cost-share basis and will
cost $160 per person for a single trip.
Book a place by contacting John
Graff either by e-mail at jgraff2@
hotmail.com. You are welcome to book
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Friday 28 July: Peel-Mandurah
Branch excursion
For details, contact Peel-Mandurah
Branch:
Bob Paterson: peelbirds1@tpg.com.au

Saturday 29 July: St Ronan’s
Nature Reserve, York
Full-day excursion
Meet at 8:30 am at the northern
end of St Ronan’s Nature Reserve on
Wambyn Road. Travel along Great
Eastern Highway and turn towards
York at The Lakes on Great Southern
Highway. Travel about 28 km along
Great Southern Highway and turn
left into Wambyn Road. We will meet
about 2 km along Wambyn Road at
the northern end of St Ronan’s Nature
Reserve.
Bring morning tea (to carry on the
walk) and lunch as we will walk right
around the reserve to visit all habitats.
There should be a good variety of
bushbirds.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Robyn Pickering

Saturday August 5: Herdsman
Lake, Churchlands
Photography workshop
Meet at 3:30 pm in the Maurice Hamer
car park. Turn off Pearson Street into
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Falcon Avenue, then right into Lakeside
Road. The car park is on the left,
opposite Heron Place.
We will set up on the foreshore and go
through:
1. Which mode on your camera to use
and why.
2. How to get SHARP images by
choosing the correct focus points and
drive.
3. The direction, colour and quality of
light.
4. How to achieve good exposure in all
light conditions. Includes metering,
exposure compensation and using
the histogram.
5. Different settings for different shots,
e.g., birds in flight.
6. Composition.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Athena Georgiou

For members and guests only.
Leaders: John and Ruth Luyer

Dr Halina Burmej from the WA Seabird
Rescue will give a talk on the Work of
WASR.

Saturday 19 August: Wungong
Gorge
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:30 am at the first car park
for Wungong Dam at the end of Admiral
Road, off Albany Highway. Over 90
bird species have been recorded here
including Red-eared Firetail, Whitebreasted Robin and Red-winged Fairywren.

Leader: Steve Burns

Saturday 19 and Sunday 20 August:
Cape to Cape Branch — Overnight
campout – Tingrith
See the Cape to Cape Branch report,
p36 for details.

Thursday 24 August: Manning Lake,
Spearwood
Half-day excursion

Meet at 8:00 am in the car park at the
corner of Stoneman Street and Huntriss
Road, north of Karrinyup Road. We
should see waterbirds and bushbirds,
and raptors are often seen here. The
lake dries up in summer, but it should
be reasonable after some winter rain.

Meet at 8:00 am in the car park on
Azelia Road, opposite the Azelia Ley
Homestead Museum, on the western
side of the lake. This is a semipermanent wetland, with a fringe
of paperbark trees, noted for its
waterbirds. Bushbirds are also plentiful
in the reserve and in bush to the west.

Leader: Peter White

Tuesday 8 August: Albany Branch
excursion
See the Albany Branch report, p35, for
more details.

Sunday 13 August: Bickley Brook,
Orange Grove
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:30 am in the Hardinge Park
public car park, Hardinge Road. There
are a limited number of bays. Redbrowed Finch, Red-eared Firetail, and
a reasonable range of other bushbirds
have been recorded on previous
excursions to the area.
Participants may wish to take
advantage of the free gas barbecues
which are provided (from 8:00 am to
sunset) at the conclusion of the walk.
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For members and the general public.
Leader: John Brooke

Sunday 27 August: Queens
Park Regional Open Space, East
Cannington
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am at the gate opposite
261 Station Street, East Cannington,
halfway between Welshpool Road and
Luyer Avenue. Station Street is closed
at many points along its length so enter
from Welshpool Road or Luyer Avenue.
The Friends of Queens Park Bushland
will lead us through an area of natural
Marri/banksia bushland containing a
modified watercourse. The Friends have
recorded 100 bird species in this area.
The walk will take 2-3 hours but is on
mostly flat ground.
For members and the general public.
Leader: Sian Mawson

September: Myalup Branch —
Kukerin
See the Myalup Branch report, p37 for
more details.

Sunday 3 September: Paruna
Sanctuary
Full-day excursion

For members and guests only.

Sunday 6 August: Lake Gwelup,
Stirling
Half-day excursion

For members and guests only.

Monday 28 August: Bold Park Eco
Centre, Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm

Meet at 8:00 am in the car park at the
end of Avon Road. Travelling on the
Toodyay Road, turn north into O’Brien
Road, which becomes Clenton Road
after 15.3 km, and after a further 2 km
turn north onto Avon Road. This road
is gravelled but quite suitable for any
vehicle, and less than 1 km in length.
Allow 20 minutes from the Toodyay/
O’Brien Roads turnoff.
Paruna Sanctuary is owned by the
Australian Wildlife Conservancy (AWC)
and we will be carrying out surveys of
three sites.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Sue Abbotts

Saturday 9 September: Lake
Leschenaultia, Chidlow
Half-day excursion
Meet at 9:00 am at the hotel in
Chidlow. Travel 10.5 km past
Mundaring on Great Eastern Highway
and turn left into Old Northam Road
and it is 2 km into Chidlow. It is now
free to enter the park.
A 6 km walk on an excellent track takes
us through Jarrah, Marri and Wandoo
woodland where 77 species have been
recorded.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Charles Merriam

Tuesday 12 September: Albany
Branch excursion
See the Albany Branch report, p35 for
more details.
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Thursday 14 September: Star
Swamp, North Beach, Stirling
Half-day excursion

cockatoos and eight raptors. Bring
morning tea to have while the bird list
is compiled.

Meet at 7:30 am in the car park at the
end of Mary Street, Waterman. To get
there, turn off West Coast Highway at
Mary Street, and drive to the car park.
Alternatively, from Marmion Avenue,
turn left into Beach Road, left into Ethel
Street, and then left into Mary Street,.

For members and guests only.

Species that may be found here include
Variegated Fairy-wren, Southern
Boobook and Carnaby’s BlackCockatoo. Star Swamp is part of the
Northern Swan Coastal Plain IBA for
Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo and has
Tuart and Banksia woodland and heath.
A variety of raptors and bushbirds can
be seen. Over 82 species of birds have
been recorded here.

Meet at 8:30 am in the Congelin
campsite (not Congelin Dam) off the
York-Williams Rd in Lol Gray State
Forest, Dryandra. Look for the BirdLife
sign.

For members and the general public.

Leader: Peter Sandilands
Sunday 17 September: Dryandra,
Cuballing Shire
Photogroup activity

Option to camp at Congelin campsite
run by Department of Parks and Wildlife
on Saturday night at a cost of $10 per
adult per night and $6.60 concession.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Keith Wilcox

Leader: Michael Hancock

Saturday 16 September: John
Forrest National Park, Mundaring
Half-day excursion
We will meet near the information
board within the paid section of the
park. John Forrest National Park is
located approximately 28 km east
of Perth via Great Eastern Highway.
Turn off Great Eastern Highway at the
Number 2 entrance and follow Park
Road to the facilities area. Entry is
$12 per vehicle or $6 per vehicle for
seniors. Proceed through the entrance
gate and park opposite the information
board adjacent to the toilet block.
We will follow walk and fire trails over
undulating terrain and can expect to
see a mix of the birds of the Jarrah
forest and the drier Wandoo woodland
areas, as both vegetation communities
are represented in the park. Over 100
species have been recorded including
nine honeyeaters, ten parrots and

Monday 18 September: Bold Park
Eco Centre, Perry Lakes Drive,
Floreat
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Deborah Slater-Lee from the State NRM
will give a talk on Government Grant
funding.

Sunday 24 September: North Lake,
North Lake
Half-day excursion
Meet at 7:30 am at the car park
near the north end of Progress Drive.
Coming from Perth on Kwinana
Freeway, take the Farrington Road exit
going right towards Fremantle. Coming
from the south, take the South Street
exit going left towards Fremantle, turn
left into Murdoch Drive and right into
Farrington Road. Progress Drive is the
first left after the lights at Bibra Drive.

Bring your telescope if you have one.
For members and guests only.
Leader: TBA

Monday 2 October to Saturday
7 October: Mount Gibson Wildlife
Sanctuary survey
A maximum of 12 volunteers are
sought to undertake four days of
important bird surveys at Mt Gibson
Wildlife Sanctuary. The sanctuary
is managed by the Australian
Wildlife Conservancy (AWC) and
the birdwatching is good for dryland species such as Major Mitchell’s
Cockatoo, Southern Scrub-robin,
Chestnut and Chestnut-breasted Quailthrush, Mulga and Burke’s Parrots,
honeyeaters, Malleefowl and Redthroat.
The survey has now been running for
four years and focuses on determining
the differences in avifauna inside and
outside a 43 km predator-proof fence.
There is no requirement for volunteers
to have extensive experience in birding;
rather, more experienced birders will
be able to provide assistance to newer
surveyors. There is also no requirement
for birders to have access to, nor
experience in, using a GPS as AWC
staff navigate birding teams into sites.
Individuals do need to be able to walk
up to 1 km through (sometimes thick)
vegetation. About four surveys of 20
min each are conducted every morning
and afternoon by each team.

Sunday 1 October: Lake Joondalup,
Joondalup
Half-day excursion

AWC will provide facilities
(water, power) and some inside
accommodation will be available. There
will also be a welcome BBQ on Monday
2 October, as well as a farewell BBQ on
Friday 6 October. Birders will also be
able to visit other good birdwatching
locations on-sanctuary, plus to search
for (and hopefully see!) endangered
Greater Stick-nest Rats, which are kept
in a feral-proof enclosure on-sanctuary.

Meet at 8:00 am at Neil Hawkins Park,
in the car park at the end of Boas
Avenue. The highest number of species
for any BirdLife WA half-day excursion
has been recorded at Joondalup Lake
with 75 species of birds seen in one
morning excursion. There are always
lots of waterbirds and bushbirds to

The turnoff to Mt Gibson Wildlife
Sanctuary is 74 km north-east of Wubin
along Great Northern Highway, heading
for Payne’s Find. The homestead is 27
km along Mt Gibson Road. Detailed
directions will be sent to participants.
Two-wheel drive vehicles are able to
get into the sanctuary. There should

For members and the general public.
Leader: Wynton Maddeford

Grey Butcherbird, Claremont. Photo by
David Free

be seen around this large lake, and
there could be waders as well. Lake
Joondalup is within the Northern Swan
Coastal Plain Important Bird Area for
Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo.
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not be a requirement to use volunteers’
vehicles for the surveys.
Please register at the BirdLife WA office
on 9383 7749.
For members only.
Leader: Peter White

Friday 6 October to Sunday
8 October: Augusta campout
It has been a number of years since a
BirdLife WA campout in Augusta and
we are extremely lucky to be able to
take advantage of a camping area
offered in a bushland setting on the
Hardy Inlet in school holidays. We shall
not be travelling great distances, with
excursions all day Saturday 7 and the
morning of Sunday 8. Plan to arrive on
Friday afternoon. As well as our usual
visit to the lighthouse, waterwheel,
Donovan Street bushland, Karri forest,
and nocturnal walk, we have been
invited to visit a large private property
with creek, lake, forest and vineyard
with nesting waterbirds/bushbirds.
Apart from showers and toilets
supplied, you will need to be selfsufficient as there will be no power
available. This campout will suit those
with tents, camper-trailers and smaller
caravans. There is no camp kitchen.
Cost per person per night is $15.

Numbers will be limited to 34 people
so please call the BirdLife WA office
on 9383 7749 to put your name on
the list. All bookings will be handled
through Christine Wilder and there may
be a wait list. Further details will be
available closer to the campout.
For members and guest only.
Leader: Christine Wilder

Monday 6 November to Friday 10
November: Bremer Bay campout
Mid-week campout
The campout will be based at the
Bremer Bay Beaches Resort and Tourist
Park, Wellstead Road, Bremer Bay,
which has accommodation facilities
ranging from camping and caravan
sites to luxury self-contained villas.
Fuel is available in the town and at
Boxwood Hill.
A number of locations will be visited
during the campout, including Beaufort
Inlet, Fitzgerald River National Park
and Wellstead Estuary. Hooded Plover
and Rock Parrot have been recorded
at the latter. Some local farmers have
kindly allowed the group access to
wetland and bush areas on their land,
an opportunity that is not normally
available to us. We may need to
negotiate thick scrub and muddy edges
in some places so bring footwear and

Western Gerygone, Lake Claremont.Photo by David Free
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clothing that can handle the conditions.
Insect repellent should also be
carried. Depending upon the weather
conditions, most places we plan to visit
are accessible by conventional vehicles
on graded gravel and/or sand tracks.
A high number of species have been
recorded on previous campouts.
There will be a limit of 25 people, so
please telephone the office on 9383
7749 to put your name on the list.
When booking your accommodation at
the Tourist Park (telephone 08 9837
4290) let them know you are with
BirdLife Western Australia. If we get
the numbers, the operators of the
Tourist Park will apply a discount when
you pay the remainder of your fee
upon arrival. You can also contact the
caravan park by e-mail on frontoffice@
bremerbaybeaches.com.au.
A briefing will be held in the outdoor
area of the café (subject to availability)
at 5:00 pm on the Sunday evening.
Bring your “best” hat for the Melbourne
Cup Day lunch.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Peter Sandilands.

Nankeen Night-Heron, Blackwall Reach (see report, p40).
Photo by Graham Little
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Brown Goshawk (left) White-tailed Tropicbird (above) and Island Thrush (below),
Christmas Island (see report, p19). Photos by John McMullan

Chestnut-rumped Thornbill, Tammin.
Photo by David Free

Crossword No. 31,
answers

Advertising rates in
Western Australian Bird Notes
(subject to change without notice)

ACROSS
4 shanks, 7 knowledge, 9 robin, 11 owl, 12 eat, 13 tide, 14
heart, 17 river, 18 Ardea, 19 drape, 21 task, 22 clay, 23 taste,
25 overdo, 26 lands, 27 tariff, 29 disturb, 30 Ninox.

Full colour (A4 page size):

DOWN
1 moult, 2 slender, 3 edge, 5 Hardhead, 6 sanctuary, 7 knot,
8 establish, 10 brand, 15 diurnal, 16 duet, 20 elegant, 22
chevron, 24 eider, 25 often, 28 fax.

Black-and-white:
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$200.00 one-off, or
$150.00 per page
if placed in four
consecutive issues
¼ page: $35.00
½ page: $55.00
A4 page $100.00
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Calendar of events
BirdLife Western Australia
Western Australian Bird Notes
Subscription form
Are you joining BirdLife Australia for the first time, or renewing your
membership?
Do you wish to receive Western Australian Bird Notes?
If so, please complete the section below and send the appropriate fee to the
national office with your membership application.

Title

Sun 4 Jun: Jandakot Regional Park, Harrisdale, Half-day
excursion
Sat 10 Jun: Yanchep National Park, Half-day excursion
Sat 10 Jun: Perth Zoo, South Perth, Photogroup activity
Tue 13 Jun: Albany Branch excursion
Sat 17 Jun: Flynn Road, Mundaring, Half/full day excursion
Mon 19 Jun: The Spectacles, Kwinana, Half-day excursion
Thu 22 Jun: Cape to Cape Branch —5.00 pm for 5.30 pm –
Seminar on Cockatoos of the Capes
Fri 23 Jun: Peel-Mandurah Branch excursion
Sun 25 Jun: Tom Bateman Reserve, Thornlie, Half-day
excursion

First name

Mon 26 Jun: Bold Park Eco Centre, Perry Lakes Drive,
Floreat, Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Sat 1 Jul: Piesse Brook, Kalamunda, Half-day excursion

Last name

Thu 6 Jul: Little Rush Lake, Yangebup, Half-day excursion
Sat 8 Jul: Victoria Reservoir, Canning Mills, Half-day
excursion

Address

Tue 11 Jul: Albany Branch excursion
Sat 15 Jul: Lightning Swamp, Noranda, Half-day excursion
Sun 16 Jul – Fri 28 Jul: Rangeland Survey campout, Bulga
Downs Station—Sandstone Caravan Park
Sun 16 Jul: Ellis Brook, Martin, Photogroup activity

Postcode
Phone (h)

(w)

Sat 22 Jul: Paganoni Swamp, Karnup, Half-day excursion
Sat 22 Jul: Albany pelagic
Sat 22 Jul: Cape to Cape Branch — Evening excursion:
Owling
Sun 23 Jul: Albany pelagic
Mon 24 Jul: Bold Park Eco Centre, Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Fri 28 Jul: Peel-Mandurah Branch excursion

Email

Sat 29 Jul: St Ronan’s Nature Reserve, York, Full-day
excursion
Sat Aug 5: Herdsman Lake, Churchlands, Photography
workshop
Sun 6 Aug: Lake Gwelup, Stirling, Half-day excursion

WABN subscription rates per annum

Tue 8 Aug: Albany Branch excursion

(please cross out whichever is inapplicable)

Sun 13 Aug: Bickley Brook, Orange Grove, Half-day
excursion

WA and Interstate Members $24.00
Overseas Members $34.00

Sat 19 Aug: Wungong Gorge, Half-day excursion

Note: WABN subscription is only available with a BirdLife Australia
membership. For membership rates, contact BirdLife Australia.

Payment details
I enclose a cheque/money order payable to ‘BirdLife Australia’
OR
Debit my Mastercard
___ ___ ___ ___

o

___ ___ ___ ___

Visa

o

___ ___ ___ ___

Sun 27 Aug: Queens Park Regional Open Space, East
Cannington, Half-day excursion
Mon 28 Aug: Bold Park Eco Centre, Perry Lakes Drive,
Floreat, Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Sun 3 Sep: Paruna Sanctuary, Full-day excursion

___ ___ ___ ___

.......................................................................
Signature of Cardholder

Post to: BirdLife Australia Membership, 60 Leicester St, Carlton VIC 3053
or online: https://support.birdlife.org.au/birdlife/membership/subscriptions-au
or use the shortcut: https://goo.gl/yHgMw2
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Thu 24 Aug: Manning Lake, Spearwood, Half-day excursion

Sep: Myalup Branch — Kukerin

......../.........
....................................................................
Expiry date                               Cardholder’s name (please print)

6/2017

Sat 19 and Sun 20 Aug: Cape to Cape Branch — Overnight
campout – Tingrith

Sat 9 Sep: Lake Leschenaultia, Chidlow, Half-day excursion
Tue 12 Sep: Albany Branch excursion
Thu 14 Sep: Star Swamp, North Beach, Stirling, Half-day
excursion
Sat 16 Sep: John Forrest National Park, Mundaring, Half-day
excursion
Sun 17 Sep: Dryandra, Cuballing Shire, Photogroup activity
Mon 18 Sep: Bold Park Eco Centre, Perry Lakes Drive,
Floreat, Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Sun 24 Sep: North Lake, North Lake, Half-day excursion
Sun 1 Oct: Lake Joondalup, Joondalup, Half-day excursion
Mon 2 Oct to Sat 7 Oct: Mount Gibson Wildlife Sanctuary
survey
Fri 6 Oct to Sun 8 Oct: Augusta campout
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Members in the field

Carnarvon campout (see report, p42). Photo by Penny Lee
Looking towards Wedge Island, Lancelin campout (see report,
p39). Photo by Shelley Altman

Some of the Mega GCC roost counters (see report, p15). Photo
by John Clarke

The Cave Hill group (see report, p42). Photo by Greg Muir

Photography Group

Above: (left) Fan-tailed Cuckoo, (right) Australian Hobby,Yanchep (see report, p42). Photos by Caroline Mynott
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Crested Pigeons. Photo by Alan Watson

Bar-tailed Godwit. Photo by John Baas
Carnarvon campout photos (see report, p42).

Lesser Crested, Crested, Gull-billed and Little Terns. Photo
by Alan Watson

Rufous Fieldwren. Photo by Alan Watson
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Slender-billed Thornbill. Photo by John Baas
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